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INTRODUCTION

f.r-

This Final Report on AFOSR Contract No. AF44620-70-C00017 covers the

period October 1, 1974 through September 30, 1976.

Our research has covered a wide range, ,1;ciuding human performance mea-

sures and physiological mechanisms underlying these measures.

The Report is presented in seven sections:

1. Visual and auditory task performance following perturbed
sleep in man.

2. Behavioral neurophysiology In subhuman primates.
3. Neuroct fy.

4. Effects o'; weak environmental electromagnetic fields on
calcium ion binding in cerebral tissue.

5. Bloengineering developments.

6. Evaluation of operational potential of remote medical
monitoring by cryomagnetometry and other techniques.

7. Bibliography.
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SECTION I

VISUAL AND AUDITORY TASK PERFORMANCE FOLLOWING

PERTURBED SLEEP IN MAN

41
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( Abstract 1: Task Performance after Interrupted Sleep A Study of the Human EEG

(John Hanley, M.D.)

There are many operational situations of interest to tVia Air, Force in

which personnel are aroused from sleep in order to perferm, Ltrs, .ome of,

which are emergency in nature. Though there are many a:L(cles on the conse-

quences of sleep deprivation, the literature is sparse on sleep interruption,

particularly with respect to electroencephalographic correlates.

In this study, 4 subjects were aroused from different stages of sleep

according to EEG criteria. Two subjects were awakened during Stage II sleep,

one was awakened during Stage III and REM (rapid eye movement sleep which is

highly correlated with the dream state); and a fourth participant was awakened

during Stages III, IV and REM. Awakenings took place all on different nights.

These stages correspond descriptively to light, medium, deep, sleep and the

dream state.

Upon awakening, the subjects performed a series of tasks under computer

control which involved a variety of visual interactions. One set of tasks were

statistically equivalent; the second set had no learning curve effects.

In general, subjects performed worse after sleep and took longer to exe-

cute the tasks. Good pre-sleep performance was consistently correlated with

a high degree of shared electrical activity in the 1-5 Hz band from frontal

and temporal electrode derivations. Performance after sleep was correlated

with an increase in shared electrical activity from bi-occipital (posterior)

and parietal locations. There were other changes in the spectral content of

the EEG, but the above were consistent and virtually impossible to identify

by visual inspection of the raw data ink trace.

(j' Thus, the effects of sleep interruption parallel the consequence of

4& sleep deprivation in that reactions to novel situations calling for sustained

attention and judgement are not trustworthy. It is therefore recommended



t that the Air Force actively seek those individuals who are the reverse of

usual in terms of the nervous systems response to the light-dark cycle and

who are alert at night for those operations which require skill and judge-

ment during the noctu,'nal cycle.

The study also tands to show that performance is worse after Stage III

and IV as compared to Stage II and REM. Therefore, when shift work is re-

quired,.it should be possible to schedule the work so that the nocturnal 70-90

minute sleep and dream cycle can be exploited so that planned arousal could take

place during Stage II or REM.

3
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t
"Neurophysiological Estimates of Human Performance"

1. Task performance after interrupted sleep: An EEG study.

2. Task performance during different degrees of supine reclination: couch tilt:

An EEG study.

1. Introduction:

This study investigates the EEG correlates of task performance after in-

terrupted sleep. The circadian rhythms of the sleep-wake cycle have interested

researchers around the world and the literature in the field is now voluminous,

including several books as wall as papers (1) (2) (3) (4). With some strik-

ing exceptions, mankind is tied to the light-dark cycle - rising with the onset

of light and retiring for nocturnal sleep in the hours of darkness. The ac-

tivity of man's brain is also tied to light and dark: with the discovery by

Berger (5) of the electromagnetic waves generated by human brain tissue, it

has been possible to quantify the electrical activity and to demonstrate its

cyclical nature during the total day-night experience and the repetitive nature

of the activity during the subset of cycles which constitute normal nocturnal

sleep (6) (7) (8).

Though no uniform method of scoring sleep and wake stages is accepted

throughout the world, sleep investigators generally know what the other In-

vestigators are talking about whether the terminology is alphabetical or

numerical. In this report we will use the arbitrarily accepted numerical

Stages II, III and IV and REM for the rapid eye movement stage that highly

correlates with the dream experience. Descriptively, these stages are iden-

'tified in the literature as light, intermediate, deep, and paradoxical sleep

respectively.
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Rationale:

The above mentioned literature contains a subset of data on sleep depriva-

tion (9) (10) including marathon wakefulness (11) (12). There are also a

number of papers on performance after sleep deprivation (13) (14) including

selective sleep deprivation (15). These studies, however, do not address the

question of EEG correlate of performance, particularly in the context of sleep

interruption. There are a number of operational situations in which personnel

are awakened and must act in the on-call situation, and the problem of shift-

scheduling frequently occurrs. There is, therefore, a clear need for detailed

investigations into performance after sleep interruption. This pilot investi-

gation initiates study of the problem.

Summary of task performance and correlation of task results and spectral

energy changes in the EEG:

Below, we summarize the pertinent data extracted from extensive scrutiny of

the computer analyses of the multichannel EEG data. The evidence for the con-

%istent findings thus summarized is examined on a case-by-case basis in the

Appendix labelled Results of Tasks Scores and Spectral Analysis of EFG. Graphs

of the spectral analyses are illustrated from one subject.

1. During wakefulness, task performance was excellent in those tasks designed

for learning carry-over, in terms of score and time taken.

2. After sleep interruption, these tasks took longer to perform and were some

times performed incorrectly despite learning.

3. The worst difficulty was encountered by subjects after interruption from

Stage III & IV (deep sleep) and less trouble was experienced after Stage II

and REM, with the trend of Stage II being the least disruptive.
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4. The tasks in which a learning curve was not demonstrated provided the most

difficulty, both with errors committed and time taken. Again, Stages III and

IV sleep provided the most difficulty versus REM and Stage II.

5. When exactly the same task was given, subject was able to perform well

even after interruption from Stage III.

Correlation of Task Results and EEG Spectral Energy Changes:

Despite the wealth of spectral data generated from multichannel recordings

in the 4 situations of pre-sleep eyes closed rest; pre-sleep task performance;

post sleep task performance, and post-sleep eyes closed rest, there are, with few

exceptions, remarkable consistencies which will now be summarized:

1. With pre sleep task performance, coherence (shared electrical activity) in

the 1-5 Hz band at the frontal/temporal pairs bilaterally has very high values:

up to 0.8 (1.0 is the highest possible). This is a considerable increase over

the values in the resting state. It is a consistent finding with no exceptions.

2. With post-sleep task performance, these high coherence values decrease uni-

formly. At the same time, coherence at the bilateral posterior occipital-

parietal pairs increase over the pre-task levels. Again, this is a consistent

finding.

3. In the resting state, the spectral profile is dominated by a 10 Hz peak most

prominent posteriorly but also present at frontal locations. This is the

well known alpha rhythm. In general, the energy on the right side is greater

*han the left in symmetrical locations.

4. With pre-sleep successful task performance, energy increases anterinrly and

decreases posteriorly.
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5. With post-sleep task performance (generally characterized by greater duration

and less well performed) energy at all locations is increased over the pre-

sleep tasks. In comnparison with the pre-slkep resting record, the energy is

greater anteriorly and less posteriorly in the post sleep task.

6. On resumption of eyes-closed rest after the post-sleep task, the alpha peak

.Y reappears, but is 1-2 Hz slower than pre-sleep resting records. The energy

is, also higher.

Significance of these results for Air Force goals:

1. These results indicate that sleep interruption has effects similar to longer

duration sleep deprivation: tasks take longer to perform and even familiar

tasks can be wrongly performed.

2. The stage of sleep disruption has an effect on the results. Therefore, when

it is possible to schedule shift work, the 70-90 minute cycle should be ex-

ploited so that waking would most likely take place during Stage II or REM.

3. Success and difficAlties in task performance are related to underlying brain

states and not merely to psychological factors related to being abruptly

awakened.

4. In view of the difficulty of performing tasks which require judgement vsthose

in which there is a considerable carry-over in learning, it would be better

to search out those individuals whose physiology is at odds with the rest of

us in terms of the light-dark cycle for duty at night in those situations in

which quick thinking and soundness of judgement is required rather than rely

on awakening on-call personnel. The world might be said to have two populations:

those who take all day to go to sleep - the 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. job is designed

fo,. such people - and a much smaller population who take all day to wake up.

It is from this smaller population that come the individuals who function better
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at nigh.. They rrust be distinguishad from the chronic insomniac who is

chronically sleep deprived and miserable day and night. Chronic sleep depriva-

tions can lead to errors of omission and commission - when sustained attention

Is required. It has been said 'i that case that "...they do the right thing

at the wrong time; fail to do the right thing; and do the wrong thing at any

time." The pseudo-insomniac - the true "night-owl" can be distinguished from

the true insomniac by habit preference - they sometimes recognize their con-

dition - they seek jobs at night - Olertness and feeling of renewed energy at

bed time, poor response to nurmal doses of sleep medication, and sleep habits

on weekends and vacations. The dangers of critical task performance after

sleep interruption are well highlighted by a study conducted at the Columbia

P & S Hospital in which house officers after a night on-call were asked toIL
evaluate rhythm strip (Standard lead II) EKGs,They were awarded significant

cash prizes for correct interpretations - $25 - $50. Not only did they make

hazardous errors, they thought they were correct, so insidious is the conse-

puence after a night of interrupted sleep (18).

5. Routine tasks can be performed after sleep interruption as they can after sleep

deprivation. It would be preferable not to have tight time constraints even

on routine tasks, however.

Discussion:

There are several aspects of this research that are worthy of further consideration.

The first is the highly shared electrical activity (coherence) in frontal and

bitemporal areas in pre-sleep tasks. In a previous study funded in its entirety

by AFOSR it was shown that intelligent adults with reading difficulties had low

coherence across the hemispheres during attempted reading tasks, while matched

subjects who were normal good readers had high coherences in symmetrical locations

across the hemisphere (19). This is also true in children with and without the
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problem (20). This present study adds to the significance of what may be thought

of as electrical communication between the hemispheres as fundamental to efficient

and accurate task performances. This is even further emphasized by the lowering

of the coherence during the post-sleep tasks during which subjects experienced

greater difficulty.

Anuther intergsting feature is that the activity involves the lower frequency

band: 1-5 Hz since classically mental activity has been thought to involve in-

creased higher frequency activity, notably in the so-called beta bands which are

15 Hz and above. The low frequency activity deserves further study, particularly

in view cf the previous study performed in one laboratory that demonstrated that

contrary to the classical notion that faster activity supervenes after alpha

blocking with light input to the human eye, alpha was not blocked but attenuated

and faster activity did not replace alpha (10 Hz) (21).

There is, however, a different finding in this present study with respect to

the 10 Hz alpha peak. As we have discussed, and as is well illustrated in

Figures 1 and 2, alpha "blocking" does take place. Thus, there is a fine

differentiation between light input alone and light input plus task performance

requiring mental effort evident in EEG activity, again underscoring the EEG as

reflecting the state of the organism under these conditions of transform. While

it is true that alpha peaks did emerge in some spectra, this was mainly during

the post-sleep task performance and was indicative of inattention on the part

of the subject as was the actual microsleep that was occasionally observed.

The observation that there was in general higher energy at all locations

during the post sleep tasks when compared to the pre-sleep tasks is in keeping

with this laboratory's earlier research in performance in the chimpanzee. During

performance of an electronic version 0f tht tic-tac-toe game, correct moves were

associated with decreased energy in the EEG signal when compared to the EEG in

incorrect moves. Moreover, this was predictive of performance before the *1

chimpanzee actually made the choice of move (22). This data was obtained from



¼ . depth brain electrodes anchored in bone and was free frcm artefact, which gives

encouragement that our findings from •calp electrodes represent the EEG data

and are not due to visually inobvious artifact. (The raw data is visually ins-

pected so that visually obvious movement, EMG and EOG artifact are eliminated from

the data analysis).

Though the described spectral energy shifts at this present level of under-

standing can only be viewed as correlative data, the structures within which to:ey

are generated have been related to function by a body of neuroanatomical and neuro-

physiological data. While a lengthy exegesis of this material will not be presented,

we will mention the changes in subtle levels of awareness end attention as well as

more gross social difficulties that have been reported after frontal lobectomy

and lobotomy (23) (24) (25) (26) (27). There are also short-term memory require-

ments in the performance of these tasks and there is certainly evidence that

intactness of the temporal lobe in man and animals is necessary for memory functions

(28)(29)(30)(31)(32)(33)(34)(35).

Finally, the response of the occipital lobes to light both patterned and non-

patterned has fascinated electroencephalographers from Hans Berger on (36) (37) (38)

(39) (40) (41) (42) (43) and our own aforementioned studies have further refined

knowledge of this reaction. The present studies of interrupted sleep, though per-

formed on a small number of subjects, have been extensive in terms of detail, and,

in the investigator's opinion warrant further addition to the subject data base.
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Task Design and Statistical Evaluation:

Task design and implementation were achieved with the use of a Digital

Equipment Corporation (DEC) PDP-8 small general purpose digital computer inter-

faced with a Conrac CRT screen and a Digilog keyboard. Tasks were presented

under computer control which involved recognition,location, and manipulation

of alphanumeric symbols displayed in a variety of sequences; tracking a moving

cursor; and several tests of mental alertness.

The statistical study was designed to determine whether or not there were

significant differences between 7 different versions, including an Introductory

version, of the six tasks finally arrived at. The purpose was to establish:

a. Statistical equivalence between tasks

b. Which tasks did not have learning transfer effects.

This would enable us to vary the presentation of versions to avoid in some tasks

the learning phenomenon and in others to be reasonably certain of the degree

of difficulty. The tasks were designed and this phase of the research carried

out by Dr. Barbara D.Leake who was a Post-Doctoral Fellow in this laboratory

during the course of the investigation.

TASKS

1. Task 1 required the subject to correctly position alphanumeric symbols

backwards from that shown on a CRT console display by manipulating keys. There

$ are 3 minitasks in this category and they are scored for efficiency (time taken)

A as well as correctness. Highest possible score overall is 27, and time is

tracked to the nearest J- of a second. They are labelled Ia, lb, and lc.10
2. Task 2 requires the subject to accurately follow the various positions of

a cursor on the CRT screen and then to correctly identify the number of those

cursor locations. Time taken is also observed.
11i



3. Task 3 consists of words appearing in different locations on the screen.

9 Both words and locations have to be recalled to earn full score (1/2 a point

is deducted for words carrectly remembered but incorrectly located). Mis-

spellings are not penalized.

4. Task 4 required the subject to manipulate the cursor in order to remove

X symbols displayed on the screen. Tactics defined legal and illegal moves.

Scoring was automatically computed as follows:

3 score: number of x's removed

T score: number of moves to position cursor

P score: number of illegal moves

Efficiency: number of ;c's removed per second.

The J score is regarded as the most important parameter. Maximum possible value

is 31 which is very difficult to achieve. If T score is high, or efficiency

is low, the subject can be considered indecisive. A J score below 25 can in-

dicate inattention or poor strategy.

5. Task 5 consists of a maze with multiple exit paths. There are both legal

and illegal moves to negotiate the maze (which is displayed on the CRT) as

well as excess moves. The task is scored with respect to the efficient legal

paths through the maze with subtractions for the number of excessive moves.

The time taken is also measured.

6. Task 6, x's and y's are displayed in a matrix. The subject is instructed

to exchange the X's and y's according to certain permissible strategies.

The task scored is as follows:

J score: letter exchanges

T score: cursor moves to effect exchanges

P score: illegal moves

Efficiency: time taken

-12-



Again, the J score is the most important and should be as low as possible with

a minimum value of 46. If T score or time is high, then the subject can be

indecisive and/or confused about strategy.

It should be noted here that 4 and 6 were considered to be the most

difficult tasks.

Task Validation

Twenty-four subjects from a volunteer pool attempted to work through an

introductory or training version of the tasks and then they did the six ver-

sions of the actual tasks. It should be noted here that this validation was

done at completely no charge to the Air Force: the small budget in the contract

could in no way support the many hours involved in the validation studies.

After the 24 subjects attempted the total of 576 tasks, a subset of 284 completed

task was used to test for differences between six versions of tasks

1-4. A smaller subset was used to test for learning curves in tasks 5 and 6.

The general assumption was made that the volunteers- undergraduate college

students -. constituted an homogenous population. In order to compensate for

possible learning effects, the presentation of the different versions Vas

systematically varied: e.g. 1,2,3,4,5,6; 2,3,4,5,6,1; 3,4,5,6,1,2; and so

on. A second assumption was that there was no subject-version interaction.

Consequently, single factor F tests were used to compare the different versions

of tasks 1 through 4. The same design was also used to test for learning or

frustration effects in tasks 5 and 6.

Results

Table I gives average scores on the six versions of tasks 1-3 and

5. At the 2--.05 level of significance, the critical value of F for all the

parameters in this table is Fcrit (5,66) 2.37. It can be seen from the table

that with two exceptions all the parameters are below F crit (these values are

also insignificant for 2t<0.25). In addition, the overall time taken for

- 13 -



tasks 1-3 and 5 in the different versions has an insignificant F value. The

two significant F values both derive from the differences in task 5 across

versions. In particular, versions 5 and 6 of task 5 differ from the other

versions in that there is a somewhat inobvious way to exit the maze tasks

using considerably less moves.

Table 2 gives average scores on tasks 1-3 and 5 as a function of the

order of presentation. For example, trial #1 results are the average of those

obtained from the subset of 12 subjects on the first presentation of a com-

plete task version. These overall averages were compiled from all task ver-

sions for all parameters that did not exhibit significant F values when com-

pared across versions. At the a.O5 level of significance, the critical value

of F for all the parameters in this table is Fcrt (5,66) 12.37. Inspection of

the table shows that many of the F values associated with efficiency, i.e.

time taken and correct moves are significant. It can also be seen that para-

meter values do not differ significantly in trials 4,5, and 6. Thus for the

purposes of the sleep interruption experiment, the sequence of trials in

4,5,6, would be discarded and learning effects compensated for by having sub-

Jects tackle the introductory version then work through a sequence selected

from trials 1-3.

Table 3 gives average scores over 12 and 6 subjectF for task 4 as a func-

tion of repetition. For example, the results listed under trial 1 are the

averages of those obtained from subjects undertaking task 4 for the first time

after working through the introductory practice version. At the 4M.05 level

of significance the critical values of F for all parameters in the first and

second part of this table are respectively Fcrit (3,44) - 2.84 and Fcrit

(5,30) - 2.53. Inspection of the table discloses that none of the F values are

significant. Hence, the conclusion is that no significant learning curve is

associated with this task.
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Table 4 displays average scores over 3 and 5 subjects for task 6 as a

2 9 function of repetition. At the .05 level of significance, the critical values

of F for all parameters in both halfs are respectively Fcrit k4,10)=3.48 and

Fcrit (2,12),3.80. Since none of the F values in the table exceeds its

Fig respective critical value, again the conclusion is that there are no signifi-

cant learning effects associated with this task.

Importance of the Validation Data:

The regular 6 versions (as opposed to the introductory practice versions) ri
of tasks 1,2, and 3 are statistically equivalent. The six versions of task 5

are also equivalent provided they are scored for correct moves per second and

illegal moves. Because of the similarities of the different versions of

tasks 1,2,3, and 5, there are significant learning curves for these tasks

(2' pe.05). As seen, however, tasks 4 and 6 do not have any significant learn-

AM ing curves. Therefore, when the subject arrives for the pre-sleep tasks, the

sequence of presentation is logically as follows: the subject is shown how

the Digilog keyboard terminal is to be operated. After this familiarization,

the introductory versions of the tasks are presented and the subject is guided ]

through them with verbal instruction. Then the subject works tasks 4 and 6

without guidance. (The only learning possible here is if the subject has pre-

viously performed similar tasks; this can be ascertained by interview. Other-

wise, it takes many hours to develop perfect strategies.)

The subject is then presented with a version of tasks 1-6 and recorded

from in a manner to be discussed. After being awaken from a specific stage

of sleep, other versions of tasks 1-6 are presented for execution. In this

way, computer control of the presentation tasks is uniform with respect to

absolute replicability frorn task to task in terms of equivalence and time with

a minimum of learning curve influence on the performance. The controlling

programs are written in machine languaga frcm the punched tdpe in-put ror the

DEC PDP-8, and can be converted tu Fortran for more general use.
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Subjects for Sleep Studies:

The subjects who were the paid volunteers for the sleep interruption were four

9 males whose chronological age fell well within the age bracket of active duty Air

Force personnel. All had at least the equivalent of college education. One sub-

ject was very familiar with the tasks; one was totally ignorant until the night of

performance; and two subjects were taken through the tasks as finally arrived at

after the validation studies were completed. Together with preparatory and adap-

tation studies, the four subjects spent some 80 hours or more in the sleep laboratory.

Procedure:

The subjects arrived at the laboratory at least 2 hours prior to their normal

time of retiring. Following the aforenentioned practice, the subjects are

instrumented with the task electrode muntage. Electrodes were positioned accord-

ing to the International 10-20 system at F3-T 3 ; F4 -T4 frontal/temporal bipolar

locations, bilateral and symmetrical; P3.0 1, P4.0 2 ; bipolar locations at the

right and left parietal/occipital areas. Eye movements are monitored by electrodes

placed at the outer canthus of the eye. The electrodes are attached via winchester

plug to a radio biotelemeter.designed and developed in this laboratory with

Air Force support (16) (17). During the performance of the tasks, the EEG is

telemetered according to multiplexing and modulation principles to a receiver

and subearrier discriminators and Is written out by a conventional inkwriter

polygraph (Beckman Dynograph Type R) and also stored on FM magnetic tape (Ampex

FR 1300 recorder).

Following the tasks, the subject retires (still instrumented) to the bed

adjacent to the task console. The bed and task console are remote from the

dynograph and tape recorder - hence the advantage of telemetry - and the noise

from these devices do not interfere with sleep. The stages of sleep were

monitored continuously at the Beckman Dynograph paper write out (since no com-

putation of the sleep state was planned, this phase of the experiment was not

recorded on magnetic tape) and scored visually. Based on EEG criteria, subjects

were woken up during Stage II, Stage Il, Stage IV and REM sleep.
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F After being awakened in the given sleep stage, the subject resumes position

at the Digilog console and proceeds with the other versions of tasks 1-6. Again,

the multichannel telemetry system permitted rapid transition from the bed to

I, the Digilog console virtually on arousal from the specific sleep stage.

Results: A: task scores:

The results of presleep and sleep interruption tasks are summarized

next, on a subject-by-subject basis.

1. Stage 1I

Two subjects were compared with the awakenings affected durIng Stage I1, One

subject was experienced and one naive, pre-sleep scoring was as follows:

Experienced Naive

Task la 9 9 (all correct)

Time taken 120 107

(in4o sacs.)

Task Ib 7 7

153 129 (all correct

Task Ic 11 11 (all correct)

229 152

Total time in lOths of seconds: .1

502 388

Task 2 1 0 (2 total correct score)

137 254

Task 3 4 1 (4 pnssible)

264 315

Task 5 (correct) J score 95 121

(incorrect) P score 1 45

721 2549 -17 -
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Task 6 (correct) J score 64 2

T score 157 48

P score 14 65

4150 1675

Total over all time for these tas',s: 5774 5181
(Note that this task requires low J scores for best performance. However, the
best strategy gives a minimum of 46. Below this indicates overwhelming diffi-

culty with strategy).

Following arousal from Stage II the performances were as follows:

Task la 8 9

151 110

lb 7 7

324 274
Ic 11 .11

276 165

Task 2 2 2

42 112

Task 3 4 2-1/2

269 217

Task 4 (still being developed when these early subjects were seen)

Task 5 80 80

3 11
756 1308

Task 6 71 2

190 8
29 2

4932 314

Total time: 6649 2390

S- 18 -
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These results disclose the following:

1. The naive subject was better than the experienced one in the simpler

reverse - copying tasks. This might reflect greater experience with console

since naive subject was a computer programmer with familiarity with Digilog

keyboards.

2. In the more difficult identification tasks, the experienced subject was better

as expected, though performance after sleep interruption was poorer in tasks

la and 6. The naive subject retained learning and Improved after sleep interrup-

tion.

3. In the most difficult, final task, the naive subject essentially did not

perform.

4. In general, following sleep, time taken was greater for both subjects both

for task execution and total time.

Since the naive subject, despite familiarity with programming, entering data

and the use of graphics computers did so poorly on the more difficult tasks,

it was decided to allow future subjects the practice with introductory versions.

The next subject was awoken from Stage I11. The results were as follows:

Pre: Task Ic 11 Post 11

278 268

(la and lb did not register this evening)

Task 2 1 0

198 101

Pre: Task 3 4 post 4

317 303

Task 4 J score 0 0

T score 10 3

P score 8 2

1351 187

Task 5 T score 38 38

SP score 0 0

210 218
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Task 6 J score 3

I 4
T score 14 3

P score 33 2

508 208

Thus, task I shows some evidence for learning, as anticipated, but task 2 did

not. Learning was retained for task 3, the only one of the more difficult

tasks in which the subject achieved a perfect score. As compared to the Stage II

results, however, this subject took more time. On task 4, despite training and time

taken, the subject could not invent a successful strategy during the baseline

pre-sleep task and essentially found it too difficult after Stage III sleep and

gives up after a brief time period for this task. The T scores (number of moves

through the maze) are equal but time taken after sleep interruption is longer.

Task number 6 is essentially not performed and subject, as in task 4, does not

develop a strategy.

This subject was next awakened on a different night in REM sleep:

Pre: Task la 9 Post 9

466 196

Task lb 7 7

179 246 4
Task lc 0 11

253

Task2 2 2

56 55

Pre: Task 3 4 Post 3

272 281

Task 4

J score 24 27

T score 46 58
P score 0 4

1936 2616

Task 5

T score 80 79

P score 0 0 -20-
1466 1R86 4S--.--..- .-.-----.-------.--- ,.-."--.---,------..-,-----.--



Task 6 J score 37 79

9 T score 51 147

P score 1 1

2183 6434

Total time taken 6561 11967

It is evident from these results that the expected learning from those tasks so

established from the statistical studies has again taken place with the errors

that are conmitted coming after sleep interruption. Again the time taken after

sleep interruption is greater, very much greater, after sleep interruption in

the more difficult tasks 5, 4, & 6. This subject has now developed a more

effective strategy for tasks 4 & 6 but does not carry through after sleep in-

terruption, confirming the lack of carry over and effects of sleep interruption.

The next subject was awakened on 3 separate nights during REM, Stage III

and Stage IV sleep. These results will now be detailed in that order.

REM
Pre: la 9 Post 9

263 270

1b 7 7

276 285

Ic 11 10

246 331

Task 2

Pre: 2 Post 2

190 251

Task 3
4 4

602 492

Task 4

J score 0 0

T score F 3

P score 14 3

205 88
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Task 5

S T score 74 72

P score 2 0

829 515

Task 6

J score 68 86

T score 146 222

P scorn 4 14

7833 7336

Total time: 10444 10088

Stage III

pre la 9 post 8

138 178

16

7 7

401 163

Ic 11 11

279 191

Task 2 1 1

97 216

Task 3 3 4

660 351

Task 4

J score 30 29

T score 80 85

P score 5 5

5250 6055

Task 5

J score 0 0

T score 72 72

P scnre 0 0

548 415 -22-



Task 6

J score 63 64

T score 200 192

P score 14 13

4913 4738

12278 12307
In the sub task of la the subject takes longer after sleep interruption and does J
slightly worse. Then, the learning carry-over becomes obvious as the scores

become even and the subject takes less time. In the more difficult task 2, the

subject only equals his pre-sleep score, even though in this case the tasks were

exactly the same. After sleep, however, the time is much longer. In task 3, the

subject was again presented with the same task, pre and post and this time the

subject improves both the score and the time.

In the next three tasks, the subject does slightly better in terms of time

in task 5 performance. Recall from the statistical study that task 5 is one which

has a learning carry-over. in the most difficult tasks, 4 and 6, the performance

is worse after sleep Interruption both in terms of scores and time of execution

in task 4; in task 6, the score Is worse after interruption but execution time

is faster.

It will be noted here that this was the third night that the subject had

been involved in the experiment and not only was he fully familiar ,with the

tasks, but the identical tasks were presented in two conditions.

Stage IV

pre Task la 9 post 9

566 272

lb 7 5

540 354

ic 11 11

282 292

'rask 2 2 0

183 154

- 23 -
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J

Task 3 4 4

339 373

pre Task 4 post

J score 28 28

T score 76 72

P score 8 2

3702 5051

Task 5

T score 70 73

P score 2 2

670 737

Task 6

J score 60 62

T score 194 192

P score 4 3

4534 3855

10816 11088

In task 1 the subject does slightly worse on the score after sleep interruption

and definitely better on the time, taking an unusually long time during pre sleep

with sub tasks la and lb, particularly when it is noted that this is the second

night the subject has participated in the experiment.
Spectral Analysis of EEG Data:

in view OT these resuits, we will now examine the EEG spectral analysis of

the task data. In doing so, we will concentrate on the subjects who were

awakened from the several sleep states. First we will consider the subject who

was awakened on the 1st night during Stage III sleep. The illustrations of

autospectra (labelled SUMSPEC) and coherence will aid in the description of the

changes. The number after SUMSPEC - is representative of the energy in the

process. It is the number of digitizer counts 2/Hz (104 counts 2Hz = 64 x 10-8

V2 /Hz), thus the greater the number the greater the power.

The following descriptions of EEG spectra were obtained hy visually inspect-

ing some 192 graphs of spectral estimates. Since this large number bewilders

the unpracticed eye, we have chosen to include one complete set of illustrations
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* from one subject as examples. The rest are presented narrative form as if the

reader were looking at the spectra. Referral to the examples given, because

of the consistent findings in the data, will aid the reader in following the

narrative. The examples are taken from the first subject in the test who was

L interrupted from REM sleep. "T'7'y' text also identifies this as the example

subject. The remaining spec,'r fraphs will be furnished on request from AFOSR.

In the eyes closed rest s;t,•-tion before beginning the task we see the

subjects alpha rhythm centered at 10 Hz posteriorly and anteriorly in a fine,

narrow-band peak. This peak disappears dramatically on task performance both

during the pre sleep tasks and after sleep interruption at all locations. Com-

parison of pre sleep task and post sleep task shows higher qnergy posteriorly

from about 16-30 Hz bilaterally in the pre sleep task. Comparison of spectral

profiles pre and post sleep in the eyes-closed rest state (ECR) shows a virtual

overlapping spectrunWe will now examine the energy shifts.

EYES CLOSED REST

PRE POST

F3  T 3  F4 - T4  F3 -T 3  F4 -T 4

3312 3598 3734 4350
P3  0O1  P4 02  P3  1  P4 02 4'

3742 5257 4724 6695

For convenience, we will adopt the format of simply writing the numbers of

the SUMSPEC on the left then on the right for frontal leads and similarly write

the posterior values under them without repeating the lead locations. Note the

relationships in the pre sleep state: The frontal energy is higher on the right

than the left; the posterior energy is higher than both frontal leads and is

* greatest on the right. This remains-true for post sleep ECR but the energy here

is greater at each corresponding location.

TASKS
Pre sleep Post Stage III sleep

509n 5749 16931 13221
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With pre sleep task performance, frontal energy increases, again more on the

right; posterior energy decreases, again with a greater decrease on the right.

Comparing the post sleep tasks to post sleep eyes-closed rest, frontal energy

drops and posterior energy increases.

The other spectral feature we have examined is the coherence function. This

function expresses the shared electrical activity between two given wave trains.

Its value ranges between zero and one: zero indicates no sharing and one indicates

perfect sharing. Coherence is analogous to the correlation coefficient of

classified statistics. The eyes-closed rest pre task coherences show peaks

near one in all pairs at 10 Hz with secondary peaks at 15-16 Hz. With task per-

formance, these peaks disappear and there Is a striking increase in coherence

- approximately to 0.8 - at the F3 - T3I F4 - T, pair in the 1-5 Hz frequency

band.

In comparison with the post sleep tasks, this high coherence sustains. The

biggest change is in the F3 - T31 3 " O at 25-30 Hz: coherence is distinctly

lower in the post sleep task. Post sleep eyes closed rest resembles the pre-

sleep-ECR state. With the above exceptions, coherence overall is less during

tasks than during rest. 12

We now examine this subject under conditions of REM interruption. This is

the subject with the Illustrations. Once more, the 10 Hz narrow-band alpha

peak is strongly evident and Is even narrower posteriorly. The peak is eliminated

with both pre and post sleep task performance and restored with post sleep eyes-

closed rest. Comparison of pre and post peaks show that the post sleep peak is

one Hz slower In the frontal leads and almost 2 Hz slower in the parieto-occipital

leads - recall that in the post Stage III case the peaks virtually overlapped.

The pre, sleep task spectrum, like the one in the Stage III night displays a

large energy increase at the higher frequencies posteriorly, especially on the

left. This is also true of the post sleep tasks but is not as marked.
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We will now list the energy shifts:

pre ECR post ECR

2518 3287 3206 3809

3017 2408 4290 5097

TASKS

3626 6902 6260 9751

2088 768 1456 1057

So again we see that with task performance, energy in frontal leads increases

and energy in posterior leads decreases, again most strikingly on right side

both in pre sleep and post sleep performance with the biggest energy increase in

the post sleep tasks. Though decreased energy in the post sleep tasks is obvi-

ous in posterior leads, it is not as low as in pre sleep tasks.

Coherences in REM interruption:

Coherences in all pairs in pre sleep eyes closed rest show peaks at 10-11 Hz

with secondary peaks at 20-22 Hz. The 10-11 Hz peak is again almost as high as

possible - nearly one.

During the pre sleep tasks, the peaks disappear except for small yet definite

peaks at about 11 Hz in the F3 - TI3 P4 - 02 and F3 - T3 JF4 - T4 pairs. By far

the most striking changes, however are the increases in coherence at 1 - 5 Hz in

F 3 - T3  F4 - T4 pair (about .75) and 20-31 Hz (about 6.5) in the F3 - T31 P3 - 01

pair. On resumption of post sleep eyes closed rest, the peaks reappear but they

are 1-2 Hz slower.

The most striking difference between pre and post sleep task coherences

is at the F3 - T3 1 P3 - 01 pair where the high frequency coherences drop to about

.2. In general, the 10-11 Hz peak is more evident in the post sleep task.

Comparison between post sleep coherences during task performance after REM

and Stage III interruption also reveals that the 10-11 Hz peak is more prominent

in post III and that coherence is slightly higher post III in virtually all pairs.
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It will now be interastlng to compare the task data between the two interrupted

sleep states with respect to energy shifts:

Stage III 

REM

16981 13221 6260 9751

2441 1319 1456 1057

Clearly, greater energy in all symmetrical channel comparisons exists in the

Stage III data.

We now compare the autospectral estimates for the subject who was awakened

from REM, Stage III and Stage IV. We will examine the data in that order.

In pre sleep eyes closed rest, this subject also has a 10 Hz alpha peak

anteriorly and posteriorly. It is more broad-band and shorter than that of the

previous subject. With task performance, the peak disappears with Just a hint

of its presence anteriorly - more easily seen at F3 - T3. It Is eliminated

posteriorly. Comparison with post sleep task spectrum anteriorly shows increased

energy in the post sleep spectrum from 17 - 21 Hz. This is also seen posteriorly,

and there are also peaks seen in the lower frequencies at 5 and 10 Hz, peaks are

quite low however. The larger peaks return with resumption of eyes closed rest

with the alpha peaks anteriorly slower by 1-2 Hz and posteriorly definitely by

2 Hz. We will now list the energy changes.

Pre sleep ECR Post REM

3232 3766 4775 3528
2559 2626 3601 2710

Pre sleep task Post REM task

15786 11476 3110 2085
3780 3800 1742 826

We see pre sleep eyes closed rest again that energy is higher on the right.

Energy increases with task performance at all linkages, unlike the previous

subject. Post REM tasks show less energy at linkages - less than even at rest.

On resumption of eyes closed rest, energy Increases at all linkages.



9 Coherences:

Pre sleep eyes closed rest shows high coherence at 10 Hz in all pairs with

secondary peaks at 17 and 20 Hz at P3 " 011 P4 - 0,. These peaks disappear dur-

Ing pre sleep task performance and in general coherences are lower with the strik-
Ing exception of the F3  T3  - T4  pair where the coherence in the 1-7 Hz

band reaches as high as .8. Recall that this spectacular coherence increase

was also-seen with the previous subject. When compared to post-REM tasks, the

coherence at this pair falls to about .58 in the 5 Hz region - still comparatively

high - but at the P3 - 01 P4 - 02 pair it reaches about .62. Otherwise,

coherences are low and fairly even. Resumption of eyes closed rest results -in

reappearance of the previous peaks seen in pre sleep eyes closed rest - but they

are about 1 Hz slower.

Stage III

The pre sleep, eyes closed rest spectrum is again characterized by alpha peaks

at about 9-10 Hz both anteriorly and posteriorly. These are still evident an-

teriorly in the pre sleep task performance at very low amplitude, however.

Posteriorly, it is evident on the right side after interruption of sleep, however

sharp, narrow band peaks appear in all channels. On resumption of eyes closed
rest, approximately 9-10 dominant alpha peaks reappear slightly slower posteriorly

than the pre sleep spectrum.

The energy shifts are as follows:

Pre sleep eyes-closed rest Post III eyes closed rest

2433 2821 2467 2413
2935 4052 3565 5813

Pre sleep task

5345 5052 3420 2773

2791 965 1250 1038

Once more, we see that the right side has higher coherence at comparable locations

at rest, and once again with task perfr'mance energy increases in frontal locations

and decreases at posterior derivations. This holds for 3 locations in the
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post sl-er, taqk (compared to eyes closed rest) the exception being the right

frontal and temporal areas. Again, with one exception, the energy in the post

sleep task is less th~n the energy in the pre -leep task. The exception is

pre sleep low energy at the right posterior location. Once again, energy increases

at posterior locations with resumption of eyes closed rest.

Coherences:

In the eyes closed rest situation, the largest peak is seen at 10 Hz with

secondary peaks at 15 and 20 Hz. With pre sleep task performance, the peaks are

sharply reduced, and again we see an increase in the 1-5 Hz band to the .6 level

at F3 - T3 IF4 - T4 . In general, coherence is lower during task performance.

When compared to post sleep tasks, peaks emerge at 2,9,15,23, Hz at various

locations. Coherence remains high at F3 - T3 1 F4 - T4. It increases from pre-

sleep levels at P 0 P 02 to above .6. Post sleep coherences are higher
than post sleep tasks in the eyes closed rest situation. Both pre and post sleep

eyes closed rest coherences resemble each other with the main peaks respectively

at 10 and 9 Hz.
*We should recall that the tasks in this exercise were the same pre and post sleep.

Stage IV

Finally, we examine spectral shifts following interruption of Stage IV

sleep. Once again in the eyes closed rest situation, the alpha peak at 10 Hz

is present anteriorly and posteriorly. This peak once again virtually disappears

with task performance with small remnants visible anteriorly. With post Stage IV

tasks, however,the peak becomes more evident at each location though still greatly

diminished compared to the eyes closed rest peak which reappears post sleep when

that state is assumed. The post sleep peak, however is approximately 1 Hz.

The quantitative energy shifts took pl-ace as follows:

Pre sleep ECR Post sleep ECR

2463 2998 2534 3214

2470 2963 3052 3578
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TASK
7607 10803 7761 9141

5050 2707 1412 1232

Again we see that energy on the right side is higher at rest at both loca-

tions and the greatest at the right anterior derivation. Again, energy increases

markedly at the right anterior location and decreases posteriorly on the right.

Energy is still higher during post sleep tasks compared to pre sleep eyes-closed

rest anteriorly, but not as high as pre sleep tasks. On the other hand, the

posterior leads show decreases compared to pre sleep tasks. Post sleep eyes closed

rest show increased energy at all locations compared to pre sleep eyes closed rest.

Coherences:

Coherences in the eyes closed rest at all pairs show large peaks at 10 and 15-16 Hz.

Classically, the peaks disappear on task performance, and once again we see the large

increase in 1-5 Hz band - nearly 0.8 again - at the F3 - T3 1F4 - T4  linkage.

With that exception, coherences are in general lower in task perforna ,e during

the post sleep task performance, a peak at 9 Hz emerges distinctly. It reaches

0.6 posteriorly, and P4 - 02 appears to be the source with a contribution from

P3 " 01. Anteriorly, a 7 Hz peak is especially seen at F3 - IF .T he

previous high coherence here drops, but is still higher than in the eyes closed

rest state. Once again, coherence at P3 - 01 1P4 - 02 increases in the 1-Sand

9 Hz band. Post sleep eyes closed rest resembles pre sleep but the largest peak

Is slightly lower.

Finally, we will briefly compare the spectra from the two subjects awakened

In Stage II sleep. In the subject labelled slOO, we see a prominent peak at

about 10 Hz in the post sleep task period. A much larger alpha peak results,

as expected, when the subject resumes post sleep eyes closed rest. The energy

values associated with these changes are as follows.

31
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Pre sleep task Post III sleep task

P30- 1 P 4  02  P3 -Ol P 0

1430 1378 1678 1286

Post sleep eyes closed rest

P3 - 01  P4 " 02

7283 7270

The second subject showed similar findings with a slightly different montage -

one which was close enough to reflect a strong alpha peak in the eyes - closed

rest position.

C3 (central location) RTM Pre sleep task:

C4 - LTM
13030 13196

post sleep task:
4213 4896

post sleep eyes closed rest

8388 10750

Coherences:

On the first subject, on the post sleep task, we again see the high coherence

from 2 - 7 Hz at the P3 " 01 )P4 " 02 pair
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Figure 1. This is a graph of energy on the y axis with frequencies from 1-32 Hz

on the X axis. Thus one can tell the energy distribution according

to frequency. Note the large narrow band peak at about 10 Hz (cycles per

second) with less energy contributions from the other aspects of the fre-

quency band.

The abbreviation SUMSPEC refers to the sum of spectral energy which

is represented by the number to the right, in this case 2518. An upward

change in this number represents an increase in energy and a downward one

a decrease.

The designations F3 - T3 identify the anatomic location of the elec-

trode sensor on the scalp. F refers to a frontal location and T to a

temporal location respectively. These areas of scalp overlie the frontal

and temporal lobes and the odd number designates the left side. Con-
£ • - versely, even numbers refer to the right side. This convention holds I.

Ii throughout.

Figure 2. Note the even larger peaks from these posterior electrodes which over-

lie P for parietal and 0 for occipital lobes. Again the peaks are near

10 Hz and this is the well known alpha rhythm.

Figure 3. Note the disappearance of the previous peaks (and also note that the

activity derives from the same set of electrodes) during task performance.

Note also the energy increases which are pointed out in detail in the

text.

Figure 4. The peaks are similarly absent here, but the energy has decreased over

the resting record even though there is an obvious increase in the higher

frequencies.

Figure 5. During this post REM sleep task performance, peaks remain absent but

note that the energy is much increased over the pre-sleep energy. This

is discussed in the text.
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Figure 6. There is the merest hint of the previous peak here and, while the

higher frequency activity is not as prominent as in the pre-sleep

graph, the energy on the right has increased.

Figure 7. The peaks have now returned as expected in the eyes-closed rest state

but casual inspection is deceptive. This peak is about 1 cycle slower

than the pre-sleep peak In Figure 1.

Figure 8. The posterior peaks have also reappeared as anticipated but again these

peaks are as much as 2 cycles slower than the ones seen in pre-sleep

Figure 2. i

Figure 9. These are plots of the shared electrical activity between the different

wave trains recorded during the experiment. In each plot, the wave train

from one set of bipolar electrodes is matched with a second wave train

from another pair with respect to the degree of sharing. The y axis de-

notes the possible degree of sharing with a maximum of 1 and a minimumii (not numbered but corresponds to the bottom of the graph) of zero with

1 indicating perfect sharing. The x axis again indicates the band of

frequencies from 1 to 32 Hz. Thus, it is possible to identify the degree

of sharing at a particular frequency. Thus we see in this eyes closed

rest position, the peak near 10 Hz is almost perfectly shared, undoubt-

edly due to the activity we have seen on the energy graphs. For our

present purposes, however, it is important to observe and compare through-

out the following pairs: the one at the bottom right, most importantly

the F3 - T3 1 F4 - T4 pair and the top left, the P3 - Ol 4 2 pair.

Note the levels at I to 5 Hz.

Figure 10. See the dramatic rise in coherence with task performance in the

pre-sleep state in the 1-5 Hz part of the band. It nears O.B. This Is

a consistent finding throughout the data.
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9 Figure 11. Note the not-so dramatic but definite increase in the coherence at

1 to 5 Hz in the P3 - 011 P4 - 02 pair. This is also consistent. In

this case, the F3 - T3 IF4 - T4 also remained high which was unusual:

in all the other data, this decreases.

Figure 12. We now haý ý return of the high peaks seen in the pre-sleep resting

data. They are not quite as high and they are 1-2 Hz lower in frequency

than the pre-sleep data, reflecting the shift seen in the energy spectrum.
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TABLE 1

Tasks 1-4 Averages and F values.
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Table 2

Tasks 1-4 Averages and F values.
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TABLE 3

Task 5 Averages and F values.
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Table 4

Task 6 Averages and F values.9
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Table 5

Interrupted sleep study - Results for Tasks 1-3 & 5.
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Table 6

9J Interrupted sleep study results for Tasks 4 + 6.
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I QAbstract

2. Visual Task Performance Under Conditions of Couch Tilt: An EEG Study.

This study investigated visual task performance by 7 subjects In a

supinating couch-seat. The tasks consisted of recognition and recall of a

variety of aspects of projected transparencies of aircraft. The transpar-

encies were exposed in two time windows: 5 seconds and 3 seconds. The

subjects were recorded with the seat at a 900 baseline (seatback vertical)

and then in 45) and 70 of tilt, 4 slides were projected at each stage and

time window for a total of 24 slides. Following the slide exposure, the subject

was handed a sheet with 4 true-false questions pertinent to the slide, The

subject marked off the choices of true, false, and don't know.

During tontrol periods and task performance, the subjects EEGs were

recorded from bilateral frontal and posterior locations, Eye movements

were recorded from electrodes placed at the outer canthus to assist in identi-

fyi•ig artifact. The EEGs were stored on magnetic tape and subjected to

spectral and discriminant analysis to identify effects of seat-tilt and

,.correlates of poor vs, good performance on the tasks.

iThe results indicate that tilting the seat to the 70 oposition is assoc-

lated with significantly decreased performance, parLicularly in the 3 second

tasks. Tilting the seat also has definite effects on the EEG, both at rest

and during task performance. EEG features, in particular coherences - shared

electrical activity between two wave trains from different locations on the

scalp - were highly correlated with successful performance, achieving dis-

* crimination from poor performance as high as 83% to 95%.

Is
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2. Visual Task Performance Under Conditions of Couch Tilt: An EEG Study.

Introduction:

The limitations on modern aircraft in the high performance class are

no longer in the aircraft itself, but relate to the G-loading the pilot can

sustain. The maintenance of vision and consciousness by well trained subjects

at levels of 9 +Gz for up to 45 seconds has been possible with the aid of

anti-G suits and the combination of muscular and respiratory maneuvers which

have proven value in sustaining +Gz (1)(2)(3). This maintenance is however

exhausting and places grave limitations on other pilot activities. Recently,

therefore, the tilt-back cockpit seat, which has previously been dumonstrated

to have value in acceleration protection (4), has again been evaluated for

this quality (5)(6). The tendency for mammals, from small animals to man,

when confined in a supine position, is' to lose alertness and even to go to

sleep. This is not to suggest that skilled pilots of high performance air-

craft will fall asleep at the controls simply because they are reclined.

Rather, there may be trade-offs in fine degrees of alertness required ir

modern aircraft operatl,•, and the degree of tilt desired. This study

examines the performance of visual recognition tasks and their EEG correlates

under 3 couch conditions: No tilt baseline, for convenience called 90

4f- and 700S. It should be emphasized here that only the condition of tilt

per se and not the +Gz force was examined.

Subjects

The subjects were 7 young adult men. An eighth subject was also recorded

but the EEG was unsuitable for the Discriminant Analysis procedures. His

visual task scores are, however, available.
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Procedure:

The subjects on arrival at the laboratory were instrumented with EEG

telemetry. The electrode montage was similar to that used in the sleep-

interruption study: Frontal-temperal bipolar pair bilaterally and parietal

occipital pair bilaterally. In the internationally used 10-20 system these

are designated F3 -T3 , F4-T 4; P3 -01 and P4 -02 with the convention of odd numbers

representing the left hemisphere and even numbers the right.

The subjects were seated in a supinating couch-chair, laselines were

obtained in the eyes-open rest situation with the subject gazing at a blank

screen at the no-tilt (90'), 45 of tilt, and 70 of tilt positions. The

subjects then saw projected on the screen 35mm transparencies of aircraft of

various types, In one series they were given 5 seconds to observe the slide

and were then handed a sheet with pertinent questions written on it. Subjects

answered true-false questions by marking a choice on the written question

sheet. No time constraints were placed on the answer interval. On completion,

the next slide was shown. In all, 4 slides were projected at each position

for 5 seconds a slide and at total of 12 slides were used in this series. In

a second serie-, the same procedure of tilt was undergone but the time for

slide observation was cut to 3 seconds. Time control over the slide exposure

was achieved by use uf three decade interval timers (Hunter MFG Co. Model III C).

More detail on the time sequencing will be given in an appendix.

During baseline and task performance the subjects EEGs were telemetered

to a Beckman Type R Dynograph ink-writer for visual analysis and stored

simultaneously on an FM magnetic tape recorder (AMPEX CORP. FR 1300) for

computation. These analog reels were digitized at a rate of 256 samples per

second. The digitized data was then subjected to spectral analysis which

generates estimates of autospectral intensity, which is relaLed to energy,
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i . mean frequency in the band under consideration, (in these studies the band-

width extended frum 1 to 3011z), bandwidth within the band (we divide the total

band width into clinically conventional bands i.e. Delta (1-3Hz); theta

(4-7Hz); alpha (8-13[iz) and the beta bands 14-19Hzj 20-25Hz and 25-32Hz
(For discriminant analysis, we arbitrarily limit the data at the 25Hz band).

These measurements are made oii all single channels. Then two measurements

are made on cross-channel data: phase angle which gives relative lead, lag,

or in-phase information for two given wave tralns• and coherence which is an I,

indicator of the amount of shared electrical activity between two given wave

trains. These spectral estimates are then used as input to Stepwise Discrim-

Inant Analysis a program which Is a hybrid of pattern recognition techniques

and classical statistical discriminant techniques (7)(8)(9), This program

Sselects those features in the EEG which consistently identify the situation

In which they were recorded. These programs have been extensively described

6 in a previous AFOSR final report (10) and are implemented on an IFM 360-91

General Purpose Computer.
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Summary of Results

I. Performance on the 5 second task according to degree of tilt:

Tilt % Correct

90c• (baseline) 43.7
45, 64.0 55.2 overall
70 ' 58.0

Subjects indicated that they had a learning response to the slides during

the presentations at 900 so the decrement in performance from 45 to 70 is

even more significant.

2. Performance on the 3 second task according to degree of tilt.

Til t % Correct

go9 51.6
45 60.1 52.5 overall
70c 46.0

Again we see a learning effect followed by a significant deficit because

of tilt.

3. Suciessful performance in 5 second tasks war correlated with high values

for coherence-shared electrical activity - in 4-7Hz band from the bilateral

posterior pair P3 -0 1 /P4 -0 2 at the baseline 90V ; Mean frequency decrease

at 4-7Hz from left posterior location P3 -01 at 45"; and mean frequency increased

at 14-19Hz fromi this same location at the 70":location.

4. Successful performance in 3 second tasks was correlated with high valueCs

for coherence In the 4-7Hz band from the F4 -T4 /P 3 -01 pair at 907'; Moan frequency

decrease in 8-13Hz alpha band from the right frontal F4 -T4 location at the

4 5L tilt; and a phase difference of 69 between the two frontal locations
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I F3 -T3 !F4 -T4 with the left side leading the right.

5. Tilt alone wit.hout task performance can be distinguished by EEG correlates

and the computer analyses discriminated between ge' and 450 of tilt; 90"'

and 7V'; and 45' and 70- in both the 5 second data and 3 second data. The

highest degree of discrimination was between 45" and 70'with 70% success.

Inspection of the graphs of spectral energy also reveal obvious differences

between degree of tilt. These are illustrated in the text.

6. Comparison of the eyes open-rest state versus slide observation shows

that decreased energy in the 8-13Hz alpha band is associated with slide

observation regardless of baseline or tilt condition. It does less well with

tilt, however, than with baseline. Visual inspection of graphs of spectral

intensity show that in the eyes open rest state consistent presence of a

narrow band 10Hz alpha peak. 1his Is in agreement with our previous exper-

iments as discussed in the text. The peak is eliminated durin" observation of

slides.

7. It was also possible to identify baseline and degrees of tilt during slide
observation without regard to correctness of recognition and recall by EEG

correlates in both the 5 second ind 3 second data. The greatest % difference

was between 90 baseline and 700 of tilt. Evidence for these sunmmarized

findings are presented in the body of the appendix.
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l_•ortance of These Findings For Air Force Goals.

The decrement in performance from baselire to 70° of tilt in a couch-

seat in visual recognition tasks which have time window of 5 seconds and 3

seconds warrants serious consideration before employing this degree of tilt to

lessen the +Gz acceleration force on pilots of high performance aircraft.

The fact that 450 of tilt was not associated with such decrement and was

associated with better task performance is also of interest but because of

learning curve phenomena this experiment cannot be said to have established

that the tilt alone is advantageous and this requires further investigation.

Since posterior activity in the EEG was frequently selected as a correlate

of performance, it is worthwhile raising questions about pressure of the

seat on the neck and possible inference on the vertebral-basilar circulation

especially in view of the poor performance at 70 of tilt. Consistent

findings in the virtually spontaneous EEG that are too rapid to be accounted

* for on the basis of changing circulation might relate to vestibular activity

difficult to assess in conventional EEG tracings.

Further investigation of degrees of tilt less than 700, together with

studies of different seat configurations in the neck area would be worthwhile

in view of the above findings. The changes in EEG activity both automatically

selected by computer and by visual inspection of spectral energy graphs

give credence to the view that performance has a neurophysiological substrate

that is quantifiable.

Finally, these studies indicate that it may be possible, with parallel

studies under appropriate +Gz loading to dissect out the effects of the tilt

itself and permit examination of trade-offs between degree of supination and

* perfo rma nce.
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Apendix.

Results of the Stepwise Discriminant Analysis Procedures:

All subjects (7) were included in this study

la. Basoline tilt only: no slides: Eyes Open Rest, looking at screen.

Position 1 (90 ) versus 45 of tilt with 3 parameters, the program achieved

72% success in separating these two positions. It should be emphasized here

that 72% success does not mean that each separate selection had a 72 percent

chance of being correct. It means that 72% were wrongly classified.

The parameters were:

90' vs. 451

la Channel Parameter Band Success (%) . Behavior

P3-0 1/P4 -O2  Phase 1-3Hz 63 48 difference

F3 -T3 /P4 -02  Phase 1-3Hz 67 39" difference

"F3 -T3 /F4 -T4  Phase 8-13Hz 72 11 difference

These three were chosen from 120 variables (The addition of variables

could continue; we have arbitrarily chosen to stop at 3).

lb. No slides: Eyes Open Rest, looking at screen.

Position 90o vs. 70"

Channel Parameter Band Success (%) Behavior

P3 -O1/P4 -02  Coherence 4-7Hz 60 70 C Increased

F3-T3/F4-T Coherence 14-19Hz 69 70') Increased

F3 -T3 /F4 -T4  Phase 20-25Hz 73 301

1c. No slides: Eyes Open Rest, looking at screen position: 45' vs. 70M%
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Channel Parameter Band Success (%) Behavior

P3 -O1/P4 -O2  Coherence 20-2511z 68 Higher at 70

F3 T3  suMsPEC 20-25Hz 76 Lower at 70

F3 -T3 /P3 -0O Phase 20-25Hz 75 38" difference

Thus, the greatest difference because of position is seen between the

45'•and 70"of tilt. All 3 situations reveal an influence of posture definitely

greater than chance, We postpone in analysis of these results for the moment

and turn attention to the question of epoch length. In tile above analysis,

we used 10 second epochs of EEG data because it has been well established

statistically that this is a reliable time base for confidence (11)(12). Since

our experimental design calls for the briefer epochs of 5 s-econds and 3 seconds

we reduced the epochs selected from the baseline experiment to those times. We

now tabulate those results.

2a. 5 seconds, 90o versus 45t

Channel Parameter Band Success (%) Behavior

P3 -01/P4 -02  Phase 11-3Hz 58 42 0difference

F3 -T3  SUMSPEC 14-19Hz 61 Greater at 45 •

P3-01 SUMSPEC 14-19Hz 65 Less at 45

2b. 90 versus 70 •

Channel Parameter Band Success (%) Behavior

P3-01/P4-02  Coherence 4-7Hz 64 Greater 70 0

P4-02 SUMSPEC 4-7Hz 64 Greater 90

'F3 -T3/ F4-174 Coherence 20-2Hz 66 Greater 907
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2c. 45° versus 700

Channel Parameter Band Success (%) Behavior

P3 -O1 /P4 -O2  Coherence 4-7Hz 67 Greater 700

P3 -01 /P4 -02  Phase 8-13Hz 69 7* difference

So, with the 5-second data, the program does not do quite as well, the

trend is identical with the best separation between 450 vs. 704 and the most

difficult between 90 and 450. In all 3 discrimination procedures, all choices

t, were still higher than chance, and in discrimination la conpared to 2a the

same parameter was chosen first, and this was also true for lb and 2b. Although

this is not the case )2c, the discriminant features are from the lower part

of the spectrum and note that coherence is higher posteriorly at 70' of

tilt in the 4-7Hz band and this accounts for 67% success in selection. Although 'C"

not selected, coherence is also higher in the 1-3Hz band, and we recall that

in the study of interrupted sleep, the post-sleep task coherences at this

location were also higher in the band from 1-5 and 1-7Hz and this was thought

to be associated with decreased alertness.

Next we examine the results from the briefest EEG epoch: 3 seconds.

3a. 90P versus 45(:

Channel Parameter Band Success (%) Behavior

P3 -01 /P4 -02  Phase 1-3Hz 61 45 Odifference

F3 -T3 /P3 -01  Phase 14-19Hz 62 35 difference

F4 -T4 /P3 -01 Phase 4-7Hz 70 31 "difference

3b. 90o versus 70" 
;,
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Channel Parameter Band Success (%) Behavior0A
F3 -T3 /P 3 -01  Phase 14-19Hz 61 42 Odlfference

F4 -T4 /P 3 -0O Coherence 14-19Hz 61 Greater 700

F3 -T3  FBAR 20-25Hz 68 Higher 90"

3c. 45 versus 70

Channel Parameter Band Success (%) Behavior

P3 -01/P 4 -0 2  Coherence 4-7Hz 66 Greater 70

P3-01/P 4 -0 2  Phase 1-3Hz 67 471 difference

P3-01 SUMSPEC 4-7Hz 72 Greater 450

Thus we see a consistency in the cohe;'ence measure, and, despite the

brevity of the epoch, consider that these are difference in the EEG due to

tilt, and In order of greater differences 460vs. 90 01s the greatest; 90 vs.

70-next with one exception; and 900 vs. 454 a very close third with again

one exception,

6
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Results of Baseline Eyes Open Rest vs. Observing Slides.

900 versus go0 5 seconds

Channel Parameter Band Success (%) Behavior

P4 -02  SUMSPEC 8-13Hz 85 4 Slides

P4-02 Mean Frequency 4-7Hz 91 Slides

F4 -T4  Mean Frequency 8-13Hz 91 4Slides

900 versus 450

P4-02  SUM1SPEC 8-13Hz 77 4,Slides
P3 -01 /P4 -02  Coherence 8-13Hz 77 f Slides

F3 -T3  SUMSPEC 8-I3Hz 81 • Slides

900 versus 70 0

P4"02 SUMSPEC 8-13Hz 80 • Slides

P3"O1 SUMSPEC 14-19Hz 78 ' Slides

F3 -T3 /P4 -02  Coherence 20-25Hz 84 4 Slides

7o

I',
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* Discussion of Eyes Open Rest vs. Slides at 5 Second Exposure Time.

As anticipated from the interrupted sleep experiment there is a sufficient

decrease in energy with slide presentation at the parieto-occipital location

to provide a high degree of discrimination between Eyes Open Rest and slide

observance, Moreover, visual inspection of the graphs of autospectral

intensity reveal the existence in the Eyes Open Rest of high, narrow-band

alpha peaks at about 1OHz posteriorly. This peak virtually vanishes during

slide observation, adding more evidence to our demonstration that alpha is

not blocked with light but only attenuated (!3) and further, the fact that

it is blocked with performance of a task gives a further EEG differentiation

of state,

Again, we see that there is a difference due to tilt, with a somewhat

greater difference between the 904 and 70'positions. Next, we compared the

effects of tilt during slide observation, Again, the program was successful

in identifying the different tilt positions. Here, the situation is more

complex with the EEG features of phase, bandwidth and mean frequency - all

visually inobvious on inspection of the paper trace - being selected. Once

again, the greatest disparity is 90' vs. 70elwith an 88% separation. I

1 ' 1.I

'A]
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Results of Slides vs, Slides:

90P" versus 450 5 seconds

Channel Parameter Band Success (%) Behavior

F3 -T3  Bandwidth 20-25Hz 72 4, 45"

F3 -T3 IF4 -T4  Phase 14-19Hz 72 45"(27") phase difference

F3 -T3 /P 4 -02  Phase 8-13Hz 80 9' 9O'•(410)

90 versus 70

P3-01 Mean Frequency 14-19Hz 68 4 70 =

F3"T3/P4 -02 Coherence 8-13Hz 84 1 70

F3-T3 Mean Frequency 4-7Hz 88 , 70 0

45 versus 70

. F4 -T4  Bandwidth 4-7Hz 69 1l 700

P4 "02 SUMSPEC 1-3Hiz 76 70'0

F3 -T3 /P 4 -02  Phase 8-13Hz 80 4, 70"(35e)phase difference
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3 Second Slides: Baseline vs. Slide

90 versus 90

Channel Parameter Band Success (%) Behavior

P3 -01  Bandwidth 8-13Hz 69 'T Slides

'F4 -T4 /P 3-0 1  Coherence 4-7Hz 88 'p Slides

T- (Best selection at 2 steps)

90 versus 45

P4-02 SUMSPEC 8-13Hz 78 .1 Sl ides

P3-0 1/P 4 -02  Coherence 8-13Hz 82 4 Slides

F3 -T3/F 4 -T4  Phase 4-7Hz 88 " Slides

90 versus 70

SUMSPEC 8-13Hz 77 4-Slides
P3-O/P4P Coherence 1-3Hz 79 4 Slides
P3-01 P4- 2

ST3/P -O Coherence 1-3Hz 85 ý' Slides
F3 T3/ 4 2SAgain, as with the 5-second data, posterior activity in the alpha band is

effective in separating Eyes Open Rest from viewing slides. Again there is

an effect with tilt - the poorest differentiation with one parameter - 69% -

*i is found at the no-tilt position of 900. Increased coherence, with one

"exception, with the slide task is consistent with the pre-sleep task data in

our previous experiment.

-73- 14
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Results of Slides vs. Slides: 3-Second Exposure.

90 versus 45

Channel Parameter Band Success (%) Behavior

F4-T4 Bandwidth 8-13Hz 58 45'

F4 -T4  Mean Frequency 14-19Hz 73 4 45',

(This is the best discrimination achieved)

90 versus 70

P3 -01/P4 -0 2  Phase 1-3Hz 60 46" shift

P4-02 SUMSPEC 8-13Hz 71 •, 70

F4 -T4/P3 -01  Coherence 4-7Hz 78 .•, 70'

45 versus 70

F4 -T4  Bandwidth 8-13Hz 58 t 700

P3 -O1/P4 -02  Coherence 1-3Hz 64 1 7011

F3 -T3/P4 -02  Coherence 1-3Hz 72 4 70'

Like the 5-second exposure, successful discriminant features are, in

general,visually not obvious ones of bandwidth, phase, coherence, and mean

frequency. The discrimination is not as good as the 5-second data, but the

trend is the same: 900 vs. 700 provides the greatest disparity.
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Results of the task performance according to score: 0-2 ranked as low score;

3 & 4 correct as a high score (4 highest possible).

900: 5 seconds tasks

CHANNEL PARAMETER BAND SUCCESS BEHAVIOR

3- 1P4-0 Coherence 4-7 Hz 83% t High score

(highest discrimination attained)

F3-T3  SUMSPEC 4-7 Hz 84% 4 High score

F3-T3 F4-T4  Coherence 8-13 Hz 92% High score

700: 5 second tasks

P3 -01  Mean frequency 14-19 Hz 65% t High score

P4-02 S.UMSPEC 3-13 Hz 80% 1 High score

F4 -T4 JP4 -0 2  Phase 8-13 Hz 95% 560 shift high score

21 - 35
low high
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9 Discussion of Results of EEG Correlates of Low vs. High Performance:

5-second task.

It was possible with a high degree of success, more than 80 and 90%, to

separate the low scores from the high scores by EEG parameters in both the

five-second exposure tasks and the three-second exposure tasks. It was also

possible to differentiate low and high scores during the different degrees of

tilt. Thus we see that at baseline of 90o, 83% was achieved with the 5-second

tasks by the coherence measure in the 4..7Hz band at the 3 -0 1/1 4 -02 pair.

Coherence increased with high performance. We recall here again that high

coherences were noted in successful readers during reading tasks, particularly

at symmetrical locations across the hemisphere, in previous research supported I
by AFOSR (). Inspection of the overall S-second data (all tasks regardless

of tilt) we see that coherence at 14-19Hz bifrontally and 4-7Hz posteriorly

were chosen as the first and seconid EEG features of high performance with

increased values versus low performance.

92% success was achieved at the 450 tilt with three parameters. Mean

frequency in the 4-7Hz band decreased with correct performance and this shift

to slower frequencies was accompanied by an increase in energy in that band

at frontal locations, that feature being chosen second. We recall here

increased frontal energy with good performance on the sleep interruption tasks.

Third ,hoice was frontal coherence in the 8-13Hz band: Again, this increased

with high performance, similar to the choice in the overall results in the

14-19Hz band.

The greatest separation was attained at 700 of tilt. Here, 95% was

achieved with three parameters. Chosen first was mean frequency posteriorly

s on the left: in the higher band of 14-19Hz, the mean frequency increased.
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9 This Increase with high task performance is not unexpected with the true

alpha blocking associated with task performance, but it is interesting in

terms of high versus low performance. When this feature was selected pre-

viously at the 45 degree of tilt, in the lower frequency band of 4-7Hz, it

decreased with high performance - this probably relates to a redistribution

of energy in the band.

Finally, the phase relationships between the frontal and posterior

locations on the right contributed to the separation with the frontal wave

train (F4 -T4 ) leading the posterior wave train (P4 -0 2 ) by 560.
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, Resultý of the task performance according to score: 0-2 ranked as low score;

3 & 4 correct as a high score (4 highest possible).

900: 3 seconds

CHANNEL PARAMETER BAND SUCCESS BEHAVIOR

F4 -TAj P3-0 Coherence 4-7 Hz 66% . High score

P3-01 Bandwidth 4-7 Hz 88% $'High score

F3 -T31 P4 -02  Phase 4-7 Hz 94% 230 phase difference

1260 149 0

45 : 3 seconds j
F4-T4  Mean Frequen:y 8-13 Hz 73' g'Hlgh score !...

F41Phase 4-7 Hz 73% -8O- 360441 3 01  440 shift

P 0-OljP-O Phase 1-3 Hz 86% 11s2
3 1'42 13 shift

730: 3 seconds

F3 -T3 F4 -T4 Phase 1-3 Hz 75% 1860 1170

69 shift

P4-0 Banddth 1-3 Hz 89% 4'High score

F 3-T31 P3 -01  coherence 8-13 Hz 89% •'High score

-I
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V

' Results of 3-second task performance: EEG correlates of low vs high per-

formance.

At the 900 baseline position, 94% success was achieved with EEG cor-

relates of low vs high performance. Associated with high performance were

the features of c-oherence, bandwidth, and phase. Coherence at the F4 -T

P3 0 01 pair in the 4-7 Hz band once again increased with high scoring. The

bandwidth within the 4-7 Hz band at P3 - 01 widened with high vs. low score:
3 11

This is the first time bandwidth has been selected. In general, bandwidth ex-

presses the stability of the dominant frequency, and the narrower the bandwidth

the more sinusoidal is the signal. The third choice, phase between dissimilar

locations - frontal on the rightparietal on the left had a 230 difference
with the left leading the right side.

At 450, mean frequency, and two phase measurements provided 86% dis-

crimination. At the frontal location on the right, mean frequency in the alpha

(8-13Hz) band decreased with high performance. Mean frequency on the left poster-

iorly also decreased in the 4-7 Hz band in the 5-second data in the 450 tilt ,

position, and was also chosen first in that discrimination. Mean frequency A

is close to the dominant frequency in the band under inspection. Phase relations

from right frontal and left posterior locations had a diference of 440, with

the posterior left side leading the right. The next phase difference is at

the bilateral posterior pair P3 -0 1 / P4 - 02; it is a 13 degree difference with

the left hemisphere leading the right once more.

At 70* of tilt, phase, bandwidth and coherence provide an 89% discrimination.

Bifrontal phase at F3-T 3 / F4 -T4 has a 690 difference with the left side once

more leading the right at 1-3 l1z. Bandwidth in this same band decreases with

high performance on the right posteriorly at P4-0 2. The third choice coherence between
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F 3-T / P3-01 in the alpha band decreases.

These features were selected in both the 5 second tasks and 3 second tasks

from a total of 120 parameters. Activity at the left posterior P3 -0l location
.311

was selected most frequently, and the most common frequency band involved was

4-7 Hz. This activity in the lower frequency bands is in dramatic contrast to

the classic visual impression that faster frequencies are involved in mental

effort. There Is accumulating evidence however, that theta band activity (4-7 Hz)

is involved as the dominant frequency band in environmentswhich are novel and

in orienting to novel stimuli (14) (15) (16). Theta band activity was also

the most important band of significant activity in our previous work with

the chimpanzee in which it was possible to predict correct performance (17).

Inspection of the results also reveal that the coherence function was

frequently selected in both the 5-second tasks and the 3-second tasks. It is

of interest to note that its value increased with correct performance when the

shared activity involved both hemispheres but decreased when the shared activity

was within the same hemisphere. We again recall that in our previous dyslexia

experiment(l0), good readers had higher coherence across the hemispheres during

reading tasks, whereas the dyslexia poor readers had higher within the hemisphere

coherences while attempting reading.

Another frequently selected cross-term measure, the phase difference between

two given wave trains, was also selected several times. Here the situation

appears complex. With symmetrical placements, the left hemisphere leads the
right both when frontal phases and posterior phases were selected. In the one

cross- hemisphere asymmetrical choice, the right posterior wave train leads the

left frontal train.

I]



All slides correct: Low vs. High: 0-.2 correct vs. 3-4 Correct (4 highest possible)

5 seconds (regardless of tilt).

Channel Parameter Band Success Behavior

F3-T3  Coherence 14-19 Hz 60% 4 NrHigh

P3-0 1 1P4-0 2  Coherence 4- 7 Hz 74% tHigh

P3-0I Mean Frequency 14-19 Hz 77% j High

3- 11
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9 .In the one within hemisphere measure, the right frontal wave train led

the right posterior activity.

From the single channel data (autospectra) mean frequency was chosen

most often. It increased in the theta band and decreased in the higher bands,

once more at some variance with classical visual observations and assumptions.

The two other autospectral measures, SUMSPEC (autospectral energy) and bandwidth

were chosen the least frequently. The energy increased in both the theta band

and the alpha band with high scores. Bandwidth on opposite sides of the head

behaved differently at different frequencies: in the 4-7 Hz theta band, the band

widened at the left posterior location; in the 1-3 Hz on the right, posteriorly, it

widened.

Finally, in considering the data without respect to tilt and then relating

It to tilt we find at 5 seconds, coherence in the 14-19 Hz band at bifrontal lo-

cations is chosen first. This Is not seen in either the 900 baseline or the

. tilt situations. The next band was rhosen 3rd at 450, however: at 8-13 Hz,

coherence improves discrimination from 84% to 92%. Next, we see that coherence

In the 4-7 Hz theta band from the bilateral posterior location improves the

selection from 60% to 74%. This was chosen at the 900 baseline and as the best

selection, achieved 83% success.. In all circumstances, coherence value increased

with high scores. The third feature chosen, mean frequency in the 14-19 Hz band

at the P3-01 posterior location which raised the selection to 77%, was chosen

first at the 700 tilt position. Here, on this one step, 65% success was attained.

In comparisons at the 3 second interval in the overall data regardless of

tilt, the F4-T4 T P3 -O combination was chosen all 3 occasions. First, coherence

in the 4Hz - 7Hz band at this pair was picked. Its increase during high scoring

permitted a 69% discrimination. At the 90o baseline, this was also chosen first

and provided 66% selection. Next, coherence at 20-25Hz was chosen, Its value
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ri
dec-eased with high performance. This parameter is not seen in the tilt data;

nor is there other activity in this high frequency band. The final selection was

phas, angle In the 4-7Hz band were the left posterior wave train leads the right

frontal activity. This same parameter appears in the 450 tilt selections as a
second choice,

"'hus, four out of six parameters from the overall data are seen again in the

tilt data, reflecting a high degree of consistency in the results. Moreover,

though there is a range in the percent success in this tilt study from 83% to 95%,

not only are these much better than chance findings, even the initial single selec-

tions are significantly better.

Though the parameters of bandwidth, phase, and mean frequency are difficult

to see in the raw and transformed .ata, the changes in the energy spectrum are visually

observable due to tilt and due to true alpha blocking as we have described. The changes

can be seen even in the 3-second data which we lllustrate in Figures 1-6.

Finally, we illustrate the consistent increase in coherence in lower frequencies

at the F3 -T3 IF4 -T4 bifrontal location with increasing success from none correct

to a maximum of 4 correct at the 900 baseline level. This data Is taken from the

10 second epoch group.

A
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Figure 1. This is the distribution of energy over the frequency band of 1 to 32

Hz from electrodes positioned at the back of the head in the parieto-occipital

linkage. The narrow-band peak at 10-11 Hz is the well-known alpha rhythm. The I
subject is in the eyes-open rest state, looking at the blank screen. The seat is

not tilted. Note the energy listed as SUMSP=1488 on the left and SUMSP=1971 on the

right. This is the sum of spectral intensity or energy in the signal.

Figure 2. These are the same leads as Figure 1. Note that the alpha peak is

really "blocked", that is, it disappears and that the energy decreases on both

sides. This was also true in our pre-sleep data during task performance. Here,

the subject is looking at a projected slide on the screen with the seat in the

baseline 90° position.

Figure 3. The seat has now been tilted to the 450 angle. Notice that the alpha

peak, though evident, is much smaller than in the comparable eyes-open-rest spectra

at the 90° position. Though it is not easy to see, the peak is also at about lHz

slower and the base of the peak, comparatively, is broader. The alpha peak also was

at about a 1-2 Hz slower frequency in the post-sleep resting state. Note also that

energy is sharply decreased.

Figure 4. The subject is now observing the projected slide and we see again that,

except for the barest hint of a peak at P4 -0 2 , the alpha activity is blocked,

Note also that the energy during observation has increased over the 450 baseline

(even though) it is still less than tne 900 position). This was also true of the

post-sleep task data.

Figure 5. The seat is now tilted to the maximum used in the study: 700. The

alpha peaks are truncated and broader at the base, in the eyes open rest position

as compared to 900 baseline. Energy is still reduced from that seen at 900,

i I I I I~~~ I -



Figure 6. The alpha peaks are again blocked, except for the merest hint at

eP3-0 I, in the 700 position. Once again, energy is lower than in the 900 task

data, with only slight changes when compared to the 700 eyes open rest state.

Spectral "profiles" tend to look alike during task performance, but thp energy

data as we have seen is quite different. This is further discussed in the text.
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SECTION II

BEHAVIORAL NEUROPHYSIOLOGY IN

SUBHUMAN PRIMATES



O 2. Behavioral Neuiru.siol.cy.

a. Effects of samulated cockpit noise on Lionkexy visual discrimination

and EEG activity (S. Moise, Ph.D., and A. Costin, M.D., Ph.D.).

Human performance in skilled tasks deteriorates in high environmental

noise levels. This deterioration is not limited to tasks involving auditory

signals, where there may be direct interference with perception of essential

cues. It also characterizes performance of visual tasks.

More precise data on brain mechanisms that might be involved requires

direct examination of electrical activity in deep brain structures in sensory

and associative systems that participate in decision making on visual cues

in the presence of high levels of interfering noise. New knowledge on these

interference effects would serve a double purpose. It would assist in de-

velopment of mitigating procedures to minimize effects of high noise in

operational environments. It would also lay the groundwork for mazimizing

interference with visuol perceptioii, a-s in sniper fire against low flying

aircraft.

Five pigtail macaque (Macaca nemestrina) monkeys have been tested on a

visual task during intercurrent exposure to two different auditory stimuli.

Test procedures were designed to detect possible impairment of performance

and concurrent altered electrical patterns in particular brain structures.

Auditory stimuli were presented at a level of 90 db. Two different

auditory stimuli were tested. One was a recording of B52 cockpit noise pre-

sented continuously during the test period. The other was white noise pulsed

at 4, 10, 40 and 400 ihz. For EEG recording, bipolar electrodes were implanted

in the hippocampus, lateral geniculate body, visual cortex, temporal neo-

cortex and the caudate nucleus.



SK

The monkeys were presented with a delayed matching-to-sample task for

a food pellet reward. The task was presented under control of a PDP-8-I

computer.

b. Proactive effects of stimuli, delays and response positlon durng

del mA d ma tching-to-_. le in monkeys.

Numerous studies in recent years have revealed functional similarities

between short-term memory in monkeys and man. In particular, retroactive
interference effects have been shown to be important determinants of memory

task performance in monkeys as well as in man. The role of proactive inter-

ference factors have been more difficult to assess. Because of the considerable

theoretical importance of proactive interference for an understanding of mem-

ory in man, It is an important phenomenon to investigate in the context of

human memory problems in operational environments, as well as for models of

animal learning.

Possible pruactive effects were sought in 4 female pigtaii macaques per-

forming a 2-choice delayed matching-from-sample task. The display involved

+he 3 x 3 matrix of symbols described under (a) above. Effects of the nature

of the sample stimulus, the duration of the delay, and the position of the

test symbol embedded in the matrix of the final display were all evaluated,

testing their role in trial n-l on trial n. The results are interpreted as

indicating proactive interference with retention of sample stimuli on trial n

when the stimulus used In trial n-l differed from that in trial n. The con-

trol situation used the same stimulus in trials n-l and n. In'addition, when

the same stimuli were used in trials n-l and n, and tvial n-l was incorrect,

greater interference occurred than whcn trial n-l was correct.. Evaluation

of performance as a function of delays on trial n-' and trial n support the
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$ hypothesis of d'Amato (Pychio•rn_. Sci. 1971, 2F::179-18nl) that delayed match-

ing, .Iurs as a temporal discrimination.

c. Computer technology: an automated system for primate instruction

in complex behavioral tasks.

In recent years, there have been numerous descriptions of hardware and

software systems for facilitating use of minicomputers in psychological and

physiological research. These systems can offer flexibility in the manage-

ment of options and contingencies essential in testing sophisticated behavioral

capabilities in man and subhuman primates. They permit rapid modification

of sequential tasks not possible by intervention of the experimenter.

Nevertheless, we have not formed a system suited to our needs in a primate

training and data acquisition system, based on the widely used PDP-8-I comput-

er. Our requirements were for a system which would (1) act as a task con-

troller for a large number of experimental paradigms (operant conditioning

to complex decision making behavior) (2) collect behavioral data in a well

organized format for subsequent analysis (3) monitor and record physiological

data (EEG, EKG, EMG, etc.) for on-line analysis during the experiment and
(4) permit computer control of a large number of experimental parameters (i.e.

brain stimulators, noise generators, ambient lighting).

We have developed a flexible hardware/software system (ASPRIN) for use in A

behavioral neurophysiology (Moise, Olsen and Huston, 1974). A real time moni-

tor was designed to facilitate development, debugging and modification of

programs to run experiments. It relieves the programmer of the burden of

dealing with hardware-dependent functions, such as handling interrupts and

input/output routines. In addition, it provides the user with a large library

of rLutines that can be called from storage in disc files to perform functions

* commonly needed in the course of experiments. The monitor is modular in design

and can he expanded for use with many of the PDP-8 farmily of computers.
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•, 3. Ncu r n hjqi st y L .K.K a c .z-r,-r ek _P h D., A. -Cos-t i,,MDt W.R. my D..

1. Sabbot, M4.S. and. B.G. 1Itom .S.).
Changes in alveolar CO2 , together with dncreased EEG amplitude and in-

creased cortical temperature are well documented as reliable indices of

arousal, or of the transition from synchronized to desynchronized sleep. In

operational flying, modification of alveolar CO2 levels are likely to occur
in association with inhalatiun of oxygen through face masks, and in any situa-

tion where cockpit or cabin pressurization is associated with accidental or

3 f intentional changes in partial pressures, of gas mixtures. We have investi-

gated the correlates of release of macromolecular and putaLive amino acid
transmitters from cerebral cortex in association with altered alveolar CO2

levels and with modified extracellular ionic environments. We have also

studied effects of thermal and swimming stress on calcium and magnesium uptake

i ¶ in pituitary gland, and in limbic cortex, diencephalon and brainstem.

a. Release of calcium, amines and amino aciJs from cerebral cortex,

duri ousal in the cat; correlations with carbon dioxide, brain

tempera Wre ond EEG.
The release of 4 5 Ca2  3 H 14 C-carboxyl-3nulin, H-gamma-aminobutyr3c

acid, 14C-taurine, 3H-5-hydroxy-tryptamine, 3H-norepinephrine and H-lysine

from cerebral cortex into a superfusion medium has been studied in vivo, in

locally anesthetized, immobilized cats.

Peaks in the rate of release r-f all these compounds from the suprasylvian

' gyrus could be correlated with a diminished amplitude of the cortical EEG, and

with increases in brain temperature and levels of CO2 in alveolar a'4r. Peaks

correlated with pCO2 could still he observed after the topical application of

5 x 10"4 NaCN. Death produccd Dy an overdose of pentobarbital, resulted in

a 45 percent drop in the release of 4 5Ca2+ and 311-GABA, follow, ed by irregular

peaks in efflux. Superfusion of the cortical surface with a low Ca2+ medium
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S resulted in very regular oscillations in the efflux of a number of isotopes,

including 45 Ca and 3H20. These oscillation!,, which had a period of about

6 min, were best observed immediately before or after a train of seizures,

while the efflux pattern during seizures was slightly more irregular. The

ratio of 4 5Ca2+ and 3HO released at this time also rose and fell in phase with

the oscillations in efilux. At each individual seizure, the 4 5Ca/ 3H20 ratio

fell to a minimum.

On two occasions, marked long term changes in the amplitude of the EEG

were observed to correlate with a change in the amplitude of these oscilla-

tions. Hemodynamic factors are considered to affect the rate of release of

isotopes into the superfusate, but cortical metabolism is also likely to play

a role in controlling the rate of release, especially during the oscillations

in efflux in low calcium media.

b. Extracellular release of cerebral mAcromolecules durlng potassium -

and low-calcium-induced seizures.

Proteins and other macromolecular constituents of nervous tissue are in

a constant state of synthesis and catabolism. The possibility of an inter-

ference with either one or both of these processes is possible during cere-

bral anoxia, with or without concurrent epileptic seizures. Chronic or re-

peated episodic anoxiL associated with high altitudes may be considered as a

possible trigger to or adjuvant to this sequence. Scheibel et dl (Epilepsia,

15:55-80, 1974), in studies of the histology of hippocanlpal pyramids In tern- !

poral lobe epilepsy, reported a spertrum of degenerative changes ranging from

the loss of dceidritic spines to cell death. Their data suggest that these

I changes may be due to an active, ongoing process of degeneration, rather than

having been caused by a discrete cortical injury.
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* Chemical evidence also supp1orts this possibility, bhcause cerebral

protein synthesis is substantially inhibited by raised levels of potassium

ions. An increased potassium concentratlon occurs in the extracellular medium

during epileptic seizures. Using a superfusion technique, we have studied

the turnover of cerebral proteins at the onset of seizure activity induced by

potassium and by media deficient in calcium.

Cerebral cortex of cat was incubated in situ with 14C-lysine and 3H-

glucosamine. Subsequent superfusion of the surface of the cortex resulted in

the release into the superfusate of a variety of C- and 3H-labeled compounds,

including proteins, glycoproteins, and gangliosides. The release of these

macromolecules was considerably enhanced by topical addition of 40 mM K+

which induced epileptiform EEG activity. Peaks in efflux could also be corre-

lated with the onset of seizures induced by superfusion with low (0.75 mM)

' Ca2+ media. Control experiments in which the cortex was prelabeled with

14 3*4C-carboxyl-i|iulin and H 0 indicate that the release of macromolecules was2not a direct consequence of the altered blood flow that may occur during con-

vulsions.

c. Effects of khNysical stress on calcium and naqgnes5_n1 uptake in

pituiltary land and brain tissue.

Calcium plays an important role in the secretory process of hormones,

but there is relatively little information about the transport of this cation

and of magnesium into pituitary tissue. We have therefore investigated the

incorporation in vivo of Ca and 2BMg by the hypophysis of the rat during

severe physical exercise (swimming), cold and heat. All these stress con-

ditions induced a statistically significant Increase in both450a and 28 1

uptake. 14C-inulin uptake was unchanged, indicating that this increase in-

volved a change in the permeability of the barrier and not a modification of
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t he vascular bed or extracellular space. Monoamine oxidase inhibitors

increased both 4 5Ca and 28Mg uptake, whereas reserpine affected only the

4 5Ca upLake, This suggested an important contribution of the biogenic amine

transmitters in the stress-induced changes. Furthermore correlated ultra-

structural studies (see below) showed that the stress-induced increase in
45 Ca uptake strengthened mitochondrial membranes.

d. Ultrastructural chanqes in rat brain and pituitary tissues

induced by chronic heat stress.

We have studied the regional distribution of uptake of radiolabeled

calcium in the brain and pituitary gland of the rat under normal and chronic

heat stress conditions (37C for 21 days). A third series of animals were

exposed to cold stress (swimming in water at 4C for 30 min). Cerebral cortex

were separated by ultracentrifugat 4 on into four fractions: 60 min at 1000 G,

55 min at 17,000 G; 60 min at 100,000 G, and 120 min at 100,000 G. In both

heat and cold stressed animals, there were significant differences in organ-

elles following ultracentrifugation at 17,01Ou G for 5 win.

Mitochondria from tissues of control animals appeared physically weaker

than those from stressed animals. The proportion disintegrating in the pitui-

tary (84%) and cerebral cortex (79T;) was greater than in camparable stmiples

from heat and cold stressed animals (pituitary 48%, cerebral cortex 50%). No

differences in mitochondrial structure were evident at lower speeds of ultra-

centrifugation. The results are interpreted as indicating that the influx of

calcium ions resulting from thermal stress had strengthened mitochondrial

membranes.
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SECTION IV

EFFECTS OF WEAK LOWLFRE uENCY FIELDS ON CALCIUM EFFLUX

FROM CHICK AND CAT BRAIN



P]

qIF 4. Effects of weak low fre_qquncy_ fields on Ca efflux from chick and cat

cerubral tissue. (Ors. S.M. Bawin and W.R. Adey).

In 1965 this Laboratory initiated studies to evaluate the possibility of

direct interactions between environmental electromagnetic fields and the

mammalian central nervous system. These first studies strongly suggested that

very weak sinusoidal fields (2-10 v/m in air) at frequencies from 5 to 15 Hz

shortened human reaction times of 200 msec by about 5 msec (Hamer, 1968), Our

14;er studies in animals have confirmed the occurrence of subtle behavioral

Interactions. Estimates by monkeys of a 5.0 sec time interval are shortened

by approximately 0.5 sec in the presence of fields from 7 to 75 Hz. Lowest

thresholds occur at 7 Hz, with fields of 10 v/m (Gavalas, Walter, Hamer & Adey,

1970; Gavalas-Medici and Day-Magdaleno, 1976).

In recent years, our behavioral studies have been conducted concurrently

with neurophysiological and biochemical observations on altered brain states in

the presence of low frequency electric fields and radio frequency fields that are

amplitude modulated at low frequencies (typically from 0.5 to 30 Hz). The

findings have been summarized elsewhere (Adey, 1975; Bawin and Adey, 1976a and b).

Neurophysiological effects have involved entrainment of electrical brain rhythms

at the. field frequency (or at the. modulation frequency of a radio frequency field).

* This entrainment appears gradually from the onset of field exposure, and has

been observed in monkeys, cats and chickens. Both low frequency and modulated

radio fields altered bindino of calcium in isolated cat and chicken cerebral

tissue. From measurements of induced components of low frequency fields in

tissue phantoms, field sensitivities in brain tissue from thresholds for alter-

ed calcium binding are of the order of 10 7 volts/cm. These sensitivities occur

within amplitude and frequency "windows". The amplitude range for low frequency

fields appears to be 10 to 100 volts/meter. In the frequency domain, both

I I10 -



cat and chicken cerebral tissue respond only in the range from 6 to 20 Hz,

Finding of an amplitude window in the range 10 to 100 volts/meter is in good

agreement with behavioral sensitivities noted in monkeys making subjective '6ime

estimates (Gavalas-Medici and Day-Magdaleno, 1976). Thresholds at 10"/ volts/cm

are within an order of magnitude of sensitivities to environmental fields seen

in sharks, rays and other marine vertebrates.

The long and difficult sequence of studies summarized above has led us to

formulate a model of cerebral tissue in transaction and storage of infurmation,

based on the role of slow electrical oscillations in dendrites of cerebral

neurons, and in the surrounding extracellular medium. It is proposed that trans-

ductive coupling of oscillating extracellular electrical gradients is signifi-
cant in cerebral processes. The evidence supports the view that the extra-

cellular gradients may be associated with recall of information stored from past

experience. The extreme sensitivities described above are orders of magnitude

greater than those characterizing classic synaptic excitation. The findings

suggest that certain forms of cell-cell communication in brain tissue involve

quantum amplification of low level energy exchanges in the binding of ions in

the length of membrane surface glycoproteins. Our collahorcitive studies have

given formal physical expression to some aspects of these hypotheses.

We have studied effects of weak low frequency electric fields on calcium

efflux from isolated chick and cat brain. Freshly isolated chick cerebral

hemispheres were equilibrated with a calcium Ringer's solution containing
45ca2+ for 30 min. washed tissue portion.; were then exposed to sinusoidal

electric fields at either 1, 6, 16 or 32 Hz, with electric gradients of 5, 10

or 56 V/M in air for each frequency for 20 min. 4 5Ca2+ efflux was then moa-

sured in 0.2 ml of supernatant, and .c.omparecd with efflux from unexposed control

samples. All tissues welre maintained at 36C, and checked for specific activity
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after the experiment. A frequency sensitive "tuning curve" showed sharply rae.-

duced efflux of 15 to 20 Vjc.rcunlt at 6 liz (p<0.05) and 16 Hz (p.;0.0l). Similar

but smaller reductions (p<0.05) occurred at 56 V/M. Threshold was around

10 V/M, but non-significant trends occurred at 6 V/M. No effects were seen at

100 V/M. There are thus both frequency and amplitude windows for this effect.

Cat visual, auditory, suprasylvian and sensorimotor cortex tested at 1, 6,

16, 32 and 75 Hz also showed significantly decreased efflu.'-s at 6 Hz (p<O.05)

and 16 Hz (p<O.0l), but with nonsignificant trends at all other frequencies

tested. At 10 V/M, nonsignificant trends occurred at 6 and 16 Hz.

Oscillating ELF fields at 6 to 32 Hz thus reduce Ca efflux, whereas weak
VHF fields amplitude modulated at the same frequencies increa"s efflux (Dawin,

Kaczmvrek and Adey, Ann, New Ynrk Acad. Sci. P47:74-81, 1975). A model for

both effects based on cooperative interactions of Ca with fixed charges on

stranded biopolymers is proposed. Tissue components of these fields in a

phantom monkey head averaged 0.1 jiV/cm. We have reported interactions of Ca,

glutamic acid, GA13A and taurine in cerebral tissue (Kaczmarek and Adey,

Brain Research, 1973, 1974, 1975). The evidence supports an hierarchical

model of excitation in cerebral neuLrons, with longitudinal Ca binding to mern-

brane surface, macromolecules as an initial step before Llassical , secondary

transmembrane events. Initial steps in Ca binding and reloare would involve

cooperative interactions with fixed charges on surface polyanions. INtrinsic

EEG signols are sufficient to elicit these effects and may relate to a

"second signaling system."
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Previous reports under this c(uLr'act have described our developiunt of an

eight-channel porional hiotelemetry system. The telemeter comprises ýimpli-

fiers, multIplexc-,r to provide PAM (pulse amplitude modulation), and an FM

transmi tter, In its application to studies in monkeys, this system was pack-

aged in a fashion to minimilze risk of damage by a monkey's digital manipula-

tions when the pack is attached to the animal's head (Olsen, Moik, and

Huston, 1974).

In collnhoration with Dr. T,J. Willey, Depts. of Pharmacology and Physiology,

Lomna linda University School -if Medicine, an improvwd version of this system

with 12 physiological data channels is in routine use for studies of monkoy
drug addiction to itmothadone,

In collaboration with tihe stwff of the UCLA Department of Anesthesiology,

Dr. J, Hanley has evaluated the PAM] and FM-FM telemoetry tysto;lls in opuratilng

room and intensiv e care envronmen .,ris, Acquli tilon of high quality biomedical

daLa, Includinnj LEG, EKG, and re.;pirnti on, in this study m;s resul ted in

development of specific "stilg nq si.ltnatureL1 in V0he courL, 0 of gener 1

anoethesia with a saries of inhal4.litional anesthetic •,ent.
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TlIi s section tI I mifnos thIe feasi bill Iy of a hiLUnet i c field suesi n.1 devi cc

to munitor a pilot's physical end mental competence while he pilots the air-

craft. Our evaluation is preceded by a review of the tecliniques and recent

research results of magnetic field recording at the extremoly low field strengths

characteristic of- heart and brain activity,

The initial attraction of a magnetic field monitor Is that it reducL:s the

wirlnqj directly attachrld to the pilot and bypasses the usual problems of elec-

trode contacts with the skin, Othel' advaitages follow frotm the spatial speci-

ficity of the nagnetiQ fields as discussnd below.

The usefulness of such a monitor can be estimated by coiiipari son with the

propurties of an Ideal pilot monitor which wie dciscrlthc in Section A. The mag-

netic fieldcds produced by the body and those found in thc environment are des-,

cribed in Section B. Section C revieews the technology of ,1eauri ig excoptianally

small fields and explains the operation of a superconducting magnotometer.

Following this baclground inforvmation on the body's fields and ireasure~ment

techniques is a review of -he informatinon dori ved from such measuroments

(Section D). The potentiai us,"• of such infio"'iatiin in a cocklpit monitor is

presented in Section E, alongj with a sp)eculative outl inn of the form a mmii-

tor might take. Section F td,.e o.- technological and scientific problemw 'in

an assessment of the possibilities for the actual development of a suitable

device. Our final topic, in view of a rather dismal prospect for the near

term development of any sophisticated device, concerns other non-invasive

monitors which would be less than ideal but still of value.

Section A: Reqilrements of an ideal cockpit_,onitor Of ]ilot w .ll-bcin]j.

An ideal pilot cockpit monitor ,onsw(rs the common sense question,

"Is tih, pilot phyn"ica:lly and mental ly capable of performing hi s ta sk;,nowv

111)



and i n the i Houli ate future. l o rji Vo a wxiul answur Ohn luau1i tor Shoul1dc

havu tliu qiuOi ~lcýý

i) Real time rcadout -- The device should oporate so fast that the

answier 'to the above question is available "flimnediately." Should

the answer be negative, alternate. cournes of action could be takon

in time to prevent urrors or catastruphcs,

ii) Predictability -- Knowledge of the pilot's present c~pabilities,

while purhaps sufficient, is not as useful aus a prudict-ive V.riitement

of the pilot's capabilities ovc!r the next i nterval1 of i;econd's ori

winutes. The ability to predict allum, greater flexibility In tafb-

i ng corv'ectlvL, measures and ser~vos as, an Oarm to thoe, pilut.

Iii) Roli Thill ty The lmiporLan~c of tho pi1lotts l1ife, thc. al rcrar arid

the mission require aý hiqhly rel iablo dev ice. Falst! positivo answecrs

ara an obvi c-us hazard and fa 1sie ncrjetivei, Farý, of nearly eqL'&l illor

tanco . SeCon~dly, the, dov ice m1uA,; funCti on cont inuousl y and be imiiiune

to ay i ronmrnie La hai .:ards of th(- LrjrP it UIVirofliu.11t r!V('Il tO thO po0illL

of darnage I-o the aircraft, or rfd lure of' othcws syAclins.

iv) Non. imblquous -- Ihe answer's fornint should all ow declsion,- on the,

courso uf correctivc acti onr. AnI!)if y'i tiQ. VIUs ldc 111 mit. the1 devi c('S

useful nessý;-. beaUILSe Ofter all,1 p1racing a heal 1thy per-son ll a I1

designed aircraft already provi don a Condi tioanal ly pos 11:1 y answor

to thc! qUOst~iOn. Thus, V-0 Ithe radot data soiuld have. st-rong corre-

latioens Lo well defitied physiol ogi cal and monital states and, stil11

speakitiq ide!ally, there should be a translator to correl ate tho

data with such other measures as blood pressure, ne~rve. conLUIA01i o

Velocity, scotopi c flicke'r frocitincyt, connitive, abili ty , Otc.



al fc.-t i i y t h L, pc2n ;to an d thIat th pIlo u C) C i I5 Cej C!u c'c fromI

the aircra~rt if' thot is necessary. Also, a noni-i vasive probu

el im inates the poss ibiIi ty o f hiook-up errors or di scotimecti1on

and,. inr contrus L wi th el ectrode! probeus, the re a re n1o el ectrode

potentiali problvirs, or noi so problems -From thie corinect-ing wires.

vi) Output in tck-l n!I.lorabl e forimat -- - The date should he ava~il ahi e

for dcc: sisbns vwh' c h m'y h)z!IoAI Oad In the g1 roundlr aj £ l Es On

board tLh(. aircraft. ' I

vii) NotL P110 t-Speci flu - -- I W.,A 1y , t:he 11ooll toy shIiould woren nVr,-

changeably onl all poirnsons wit1.1out, adjw us mcn t~s for po isot 1 Id in-

syncras es (if phys I l oywj orpyh (w. nr l'in the wick-

range of wniont1l t~wt~ i ~sties ioic Ii~r*py io el

andl pspyehol oqi cl var! abl's , al IWL1CtLi.'' VU(l tuci`i reulit may 1):- tha

thý.W- doyicc so21, tie or! t~cr1 tOof noml'On the. to ISiS sOf pVCn yin O

arnalyis of thic Iudivi duclI

Sectionf13: 1%enetlc Nodi dsrrd rr yt od;abl .Fl')s

The body proiduLCe maNet 1iAC fk IS IS 1 Jra rcnir:'eq unncc of ionlic: cilv1c-1t~s

related to tie activity of nerveý aid niUSci e i srUC. ThoSaý MelId dikla`cn

oral ly in the ELI' ([:xtrv'ccly LOcW FrquenHcy) Io)tiJ1 on o the sp)CctrinH end hve

niag ni tu des f ar l es s t h an thle cajr tI i's DC -fi i e Io cf a ppr ox.i im cý Iy G. 5 Gaiu, ss. The

presence, of' ferromagnetic Iwotori al s Ill the body clue to con laml~i -noti Cm fr'om .

nonl-hiulolgical sourcos., may also produce bod-ily mwlrnc.ti c Fi Ci S but HiC- Ir W ii 1*

be DC fields. -

Thu heart pr~oduces the most prowil nrit a quot 1t'C H (21(1 WithI it llj liitUdC2 01

10 gauJIss (G) ait the 1)peak of' i ts ac4 Vi v i ycyclev (Cohen 1 I975a) ipon con-.

traction s;keletalinul es(J-iVi l-k(' to fir'ýW Vris lici WCr l0001' Inl srenomt'li M.tL~~.. about 10- 7 r' b rrrl. flown' a (If' o~ u &i'rt "1 4-11 (Cohll owd

~l. t, t t..~~t~tl~ =h.hfl 1at.n L21 lnhbanhamdIu u ,A
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th bain field ilay be as largc. as 3 x 10 G. With the eyes cOosed fields.

of Sitil lo m-pyi tude eýxi !t. In epil1ep~y, the brai n's iwigneli c field can be
'larger yet. opproaching 10 G (Coheri, 1975a).

These sgnw-lis ir.Ey be cuntrasted with typical lcvols fuir the ambient

no-Ise with-in the bamo iruqucery range as u7.(d for the recoriciloc of lwIart or

brain fields. In the: Lurbant ('iv-romiilrit thit background fi old is typically

102Gw n h adfomD o4 z(Colucn, 1972). Di sti nct from this

tian-md h c: ~t rdthrid i -nl1L k o id of notti'ra orig ii present

L when tht.. l:iawwn 'Ac fiel c iSpoctrto:i is neiinurc~d in, rural 1locati ons. T he imoi s C

f-01 ronnO-itorf 0 1orc *1 f s u f'f stc.; ply, wi jt If requt,,nc~y so thzit vd wI C, 10 G

way to ty'pical ai 1 liz l.Ji nuoi s at. 40 lIx wil 1 c .1holy 1 0 -3 ~i 94

Vk( have lno Urivriano th~e fiicis fo~uid in an aii-Clo fi, L'C~cki t bilt the w~e[ ~of 400 liz AC pokve-r' sholild Otike I thu cuelpi . qI.~lli IC r ait ELF than i f moinv rc ill

frequrency (6O Ili.) powr wrn oeilO the o't ho ra ti11d the, p r 'Jusion of c c

tr i cl and el1ccLi~o i c doe i cuS 1iiO 111L11,C i t a very inoi.sy ciiv iranminI. , pk-rllaps

fil worse fithan tll( awn ailre 1 aloriatory. The ii rcralt 's rmotion thro-Agh c, chartg-

ing cai i 'snmgn i c f i. nyI in trcOucLC W,11- no0iSO bilt U0, 11 C)n data on

tll( fil- tie LJEtutX0 Or oF. ti ]rIlelC field alt tho.w~ viptud.id :'cns~i 1:vity vle

are di scuLsinq. Fiuti 1 ly, it coiliplctu conA idcýi tloii of thc aircraft etwi-ivnulrrt

shoiuld consid'or the poss ibi 1 ty that elcctrciýtati cal lv induced currents i 'i

tho ai rcrc ft's metial i c skin cOL11 d conltribut~e add itirtl o noisce. We have not

Aniother woi se sou rce which conce tos th el eri u iLe- who moi-kir nr

llzog'OCdlus9ý" fiel t i1cvC ,ls i i f rom ferruimiqncrti c multuriia 1 ý', espoc i a11 y whr.n they

are u et iw I~( ,pprt to th tic detctor . I he i ncl- di hlia nes .1 1 1vi ty of

tho ici' mtr' twiw re I ivr; th itt i't-i the ;-oý.nid cltitt by

a nenujii ' i 10 19 G,



* forr'omaiwIcti c 111 t'L.,ri a s it) Lh'n dyt:s or the- person' s cilothinUg must be con i dered

In general it is necessary to use detectors sensitive t~o the field grad-

ient - or even thle second dorivative of thoc. fiold -to ffeMasure the localized

body fielid,, in the presence or a noisy mnagneti c envi ronment %qhi cli nity have

vion-locallized fild 1 timous stronger than those to be measured.

Blood fluvi itself duocsF rio;t contribute a dire.ct maonetic signjal because

the blood is clectrIcally noutral. liowcver, it is possibl to mrl'sure hlo,)d

11f v OCVIcai)tpim' , cll us ing i;. ex lerri 1l.y fimip 'sd pair of ci ectri c

and mna;neti c fi eldts (Kolii , 1908).

Section__C. M~ir~iet-rimr~tiy a field strengths of' 10- 5 o1-

In all tho variouIs S C.11ý11S Musd to dcetect- i~ame.ti c fici cis th'' ffl ti a 1

Couplingi to I'lic le 'i1 c is~ with al col1 of wire. At th.,. 1 argur -ri ld stvun~it:Is

wo a re co-tvi dcde1 nj , dok.'1r to appr''xil inn -L~y 10 G , al "flux ga ter~Ii ur nie

mlly hl)ý Used , o~.to nl(caýsuvo the lcar L 11', g 1a(, tij -(fi el dI 'l! device op1rn)(
at rc~n emp r~ in o To cI~ g re *tn c scii i ti viLy , down to 10 G, the

dcvi cus operaitc at liquid hl ici'n1 tCWm,10-rtLWO ('1 K) to ohLal n si gnifi cent noise,

redUcti on anid to utllize Lhie unti qUO prcperti as of supc ui-cucti ug metal '.

Tie device whfich hiis hoon succes. I'lly applic'le to mnsmitnsof the5

hceart and hra in ic is the u. sQiu (Radio rrcquýnr3y Supurconducti ug

Qu an Lum II It Crf erenc~c Devi cec ) 1. It i s diutfrom several uther low tcmpcijai -

ture mnagnetowi Ici i , whicoh use related sclleii.s. 7lhe RF SQUID ITR(ma1011etontel' iS

enclosed i nsicir a dewar (temsbottI -l i he contofi nr) which ret..:ins a charge

of li qu i ( he11 IMur for upl toJ sveral dy.The mnti re "front end" of tie SQUID,

consisting of a flux trdns former, superconducting P1ring, RC Lank circuit nid

RF. ampli fieor, ics kvpt ait liji uid Iic'l I c tempera tare and for th is rciason it:

is a rvasýoilhly bulLy paclýwvj: Z1lth1Ough thn ucWL1iil V.iorkill 1161a1-1 o're only a



9fevi C1I1 in lonrjtholc diri'tt. t~O,cil ;I\'u i 101 )1 ! ?kLL d 1t:.0uiS I1,VO L. ýspati a I

rcs~LluL ioi of tilir iL (orluctil te Eoff uCO'~'~C (>e't t or U, c'Dfltiintt

above the body. Outside of the dewior, whi ch contains only the suiur'coniducti ng

"front end" and a room tempera Lure preaniplifiier, the SQUID involves a moderate

amount vF auxiliary electronics -- an, nr generator (typically at 19 MHZ), a

mixer, an audiofrequenIcy oscillator and a lock-in dentec-tor. The detector

noise is one limit on sensi ti :ity and Ini the state of thu art the total detec-

tor noise can) be as low as 1 .600-0 10 G/SHý'z (that is, the total noise incroases

%,i th the hanrlwi dth) , Future adva nrccs Iin, SQL!ID technol igy arc- lii oly to 1lower

the sensit-ivity bdow i O,, 10- 0/,iL hotU the :reoset dc.vi ccs are, senisitivo and

CIl~i et enough1 for- mranfy purposes. lieoducti ens -in ovciral 11 ire i rival ye a tr'ade-

off On dewa r hol ding t i)e but are 1 imltL:d by s hi el di ia ren . anL CrqoIi

monts of it iiechaini cal isoliation froiln Vibreation.

The key l mnLsof: tie SQUID detect~or -is a block civ fi lmi of niohi ur

mectal a squarre cni inteio-r or so ill area. It is adjacrcn I to tICe Coils of the

flIux trawI Conicl %,Ii 1iii i-, c ahoutt I1 cctii'wc, Ib i in di actc1-ter ;)rid P. f ew centi -

weter~s 'in o1 ngth, di prentdlleg 01) the co;II HCI I at ion of tic ' fl1ucx trans foI'nhIcri.

The flux transfori,,-i riiwy he miado up1 Of two, coils ol' 11ihii .1 a Wi t uni CWOUnd O11 a

plastic cour,, or wh i c once coil is the. i nit'!l deo Lcior olement ;,,,A thue other

carries thre flux into tlin SQU I r o 01- 1111t. ilC Coils, arid maýy he wound to achi ova-

a detector sensitive tu the Cl i cl grad] e:n L( x or, even tin !second

dun vat]v yeif the field ( ''/x2 ) the "double gr~odi-onetur" conlfi gUrati on.

To detect field grod]en i:s in the, presence or ai age ai on fieldis th.

gradioiureter and doumble grcjadi urieter con-ripgrati ens are tirces so ry however no0

Change inl the rest of t.he SQUlID Eipporatlus is regni red ifI the M1IX trNsfVo)rmer

confi guru Li (ii is altLrcd.



ihvjhysics; of .F_ SU !

11hU bl S i C . ply S iC il pl' i1 iCi 1)1 U L i Ii 4u e 'I i i c 'LIu U 11.)i s ti I i t -in a u ric

conductiri~g mnateri al phase, i nformati on is .nai otal nod over macroscopi c di stanccŽý.

This inanifostatioin of the quanitum niature of ici.tter on a macroscopic scale

(here, centimune crs around the SUPerconducti ng ring) come~i 'ilito play whon clec-C

trotis are couplud into a I-ol lectiv. staitn of maccroscopi c dilniensioris. Thi s

coupling is po~sIhib (. for ccrtain ii etals at Very low tomporeWrotrs as Za CC)Ilre -

quenice Of a SLA1 uttleirterTi~tin hotwceii ci cctrc'ns a d tho crysO tl 1 tti cc in

whi ch t~hey move . The principlep phenmU: va of .uporcunductLivi ty iace the pro..

* ~purti es of pcr foct conductilvi ty of DC currvnts anid pcr r(fcct dloI-i O rloy~ti iii1 (to la 1

* c~epul si on of a magnectic fl ?ld fi-fow the hulk of the wi tuAri a) . Rul &ted dis -

coven es i iidl c-At that for 1,iir.cimugu~h magret-ic fi~ (''hi g~lrwrt the

cr1 ti cl field'') S'pncruv i yI e ae ild ~i .11'ý FLy (o eIM ~~UC11

cm-rrents a resis~tiv \',' cui et flow appocir; 'in pm-zil 1<1 to thi ,; ruec

s upeurclrvnt itflow (I c. n[V abov thie ''cr1ViCal CUrrei it1" ~;u~ ou ity breerks

dowi 1locall y). One of Viic! must usoi u can1a 1 ~L isOf sprc~u'.opi

tic s covics ntitul -in the j1 cqln;onan Li on 01rd cc tcQ1t.d dcci In wh-i ci po ' rs

of supcrcorldu ct.1ý u n uci ecti s pass thrw:, li a -Lhii u i 'rr ic 1 Iyulr by quait1Li ;fi
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area that allsws a maximum supercurrent of 10- A or a simrilar constriction

made by deposi ti on of a narrow fi 1i of metal . In tihe junction the super-

current is determined by a macroscopic wavefunction, •(x) , and its phase

€ . '(x)-/P( )/•e describes the collective electron state thioughout the

superconducting ring. There is a supercurrent I through the junction

sI
in the ring when no voltage is imposed across the junction.

Is M I sin Ae (1)

where Aj, is a "gauge invariant phase difference" which expresses the dif-

ference in phase between xI, and x2 where x, and x2  are at opposite

sides of the junction. 10 is a constant which can be related explicitly to

physical properties of the material.

In the RF SQUID device (the name is a misnomer because the quantuni inter-

ference properties of multiple junction devices do not occur in this one junc-
tion device) a big enough voltage (at RF frequency) is imposed across the

Junction so that, in addition to the supercurrent, there is now an additional

normal current (with ohmic losses). Thus, the current in the ring is, aug-

mented by an RF current:

I 0I sin AO + (2)

where the first term describes the resistancpless supercurrent and the second

term describes the normal current. (We suppress the time variation of I in

our notation.)

The device operates as a magnetic flux detector because the junction

itself changes when in a magnetic field and the change in junction properties

affects the supercurrent in the ring. The magnetic field causes a spatial

variation in phase (more accurately, the "gauge invariant phase") in the

plane of the Junction. Thus the current I , which as shown in eqs. (1) and

(2) dcrnpends on AO , also depends on position in the plane of the Junction,
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Sindicated by writing, A^(ý) for the position dependent phase.

is = O sin A(t() expresses the varying supercurrent density

within the junction and for certain values of the magnetic field in the junc-

tion the net phase relation is such that the supercurrent is reduced to zero

(when tq (r,) is a multiple of 21 ). At this point in the discussion it is

necessary to introduce the flux quantum, to a unit of flux which has a

value of about 2 x 10- G-crn2  determined by the fundamental relations

between currents and fields In superconducting materials (of any size and

shape). In terms of the flux quantum o , and the applied flux 4 , pro-

duced by the sum of external field to be measured and the RF field, the junc-

tion current now has this form

I - I sin AX(o) A

where AX (o) is the phase difference measured in the center of the junction

plane (where F, - o). Assuming a choic nf applied flux plus RF current that

sets sin Ai (o) to a value of near unity, the second sine function indicates

that the supercurrent is periodic with period 4o.

The practical details of the magnetometer to be discussed below concerns

technicliius for measuring the changes in supercurrent caused by the external

field and although several schemes have been used we discuss Just one which

is characterized by use of negative feedback to establish a particular operat-

ing point at which the RF voltage is a maximum.

In the practical designing of a point contact device Zimmerman, Thiene

and Harding (1970) used a single block of niobium containing just one weak

link but having two holes in which flux is trapped when the material is ren-

dered superconducting. See Figure 1. Because the tot-al flux is kept constant

in the interior of a superconductor the introduction of flux into one hole by
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9 a coil of wire alters the flux diffurence (.1,2 4, 1

but not the total flux (ýl + 02 ). The flux difference enters into equation 3

and thus can be measured. This configuration has the advantage that it is in-

sensitive to external fields which affect both holes reducing shielding

requirements.

The coil of wire which introduces the flux to be measured into the hole

is one of a pair which are kept at liquid helium temperatures and wired in series

in an arrangement known as a flux transporter or flux transformeor. This

efficient technique of introducing the field to be measured can be complicated

with additionnl coils wound in arrays sensitive to only the field gradient or

the second derivative. Tho gradiometer and second order gradiometer flux

transporter detectors have been successful in measuring nanogauss fields in

the presence of background noise many tim,'s larger. Thus, although the weakly

linked ring is the sensitive element in the system the flux transporter is the

initial detection element.

The developmiint of the output signal is most simply discussed in terms of

a superconducting current which has an inductance in the nanohenry range,

shunted by a resistance of roughly one ohm (the normal current), coupled to ,

an RF coil of nanohenry inductance which is resonant in a tank circuit of very

large Q. (See Figure 2.) All these components operate at liquid helium

temperature to reduce noise effects although superconductivity properties are

necessary only for the ring and the flux transporter. As discussed immedi-

ately following eq. 3, the total magnetic flux in the Junction determines the

supercurrent and in this way the coupling between the coils is altered. See I

Figure 2. A change in flux changes Q, changes the resonant condition of thoi

tank circuit, and changes the RF voltage across the tank circuit (L1 CO). 1
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It is more practical to fix the system at a flux condition which gives

the largost RF voltage (for the chosen circuit elements and RF frequency).

This is achieved by using a feedback loop to alter the ring current so that

whatever the flux introduced by the fiux transporter tries to do to the super-

current it is corrected by a quasi-DC current fed back into the device. See

Figure 3. The feedback voltage is derived from sensing the RF voltage and this

feedback voltage, rather than the tank voltage, becomes the analog signal which

is finally amplified by conventional (FET input) low noise amplifiers as an

indication of the flux at the detector.

One final engineering detail which was incorporated into the successful

design is a further modulation of the flux in the hole by a fixed amplitude aud'io

frequency (10 kHz) current through the tank coil. In this wey the shifts in

RF voltage to generate the feedback current may be sensed with a phase sensi-

tive (lock-in) amplifier operating at the audio frequency.

Webb (1972) summarizes the device as "a weakly superconducting ring

coupled to an L-C tank circuit resonant at I to 30 MHz with both at liquid

helium temperature. The tank circuit is driven by an RF oscillator and an

audiofrequency amplifier. The RF voltage across the tank circuit is ampli-

fied with a RF amplifier, mixed with a reference signal fromr the oscillator

and phase sensitivity detected with a lock-in detector at the flux audio modu-

lation frequency. For high sensitivity, continuous, linear flux measurements,

the output of the phase sensitive detector is amplified and fed back into the

tank coil to provide a fixed operating point for the superconducting ring."

The magnetometer's sensitivity is in part due to the intrinsically small

size of the flux quantum ( 4,o) which enters into equation 3. Flux changes

less than one-thousandth of the flux quantum (perhaps as little as 10- 1.o

is possible in theory) can be detected with the practical limitation coming

from Johnson noise* in the ring. The Johnson noise has contributions from

*Johnson noise is due to thermal fluctuations of the Plectrons



the inductive component (including the supercurrent) and the resistive com-

ponent (normal current) vnd is about equal in i.pni tance to the noise in the

room temperature amplifiers which amplify the RF signal.

Shielding.

The sensitivity of the SQUID and the large background flux at the fre-

quencies of interest make it necessary to use either of two techniques to

extract useful data from the noise, In the first a shielded environment re-

duces the ambient fields to allow real-time recording of data. The most

elaborate such room has been constructed at the Francis Bitter National

Magnet Laboratory associated with MIT in Cambridge, Massachusetts. A reduc-

tion of 10,000 in the ambient low frequency fields is obtained with layers
of a highly perme~able alloy (permalloy) and thick aluminuml plates. Static

and low frequency fields parallel to the surface of the metal are attenuatud

in the permalloy by a large counterfiold developed in the metal and the

highly conducting aluminum reduces the AC components of the incident field

by virtue of the eddy currents which cause counterrields. But, to achieve

a still better degree of shielding these two techniques of passive attenua-

tion are augmented by an active system which senses field changes outside 4:

the room and Causes an opposing field to be created in sets of wire coils

which. surround the chawnber's exterior. The net result is a room inside of

which the ambient field is below the SQUID noise of 1.610" G/41H• (RMS)

at 2-40 Hz with a rapid increase above SQUID noise at frequencies below

2 Hz (Cohen, 1975b).

A simpler and cheaper shielded room has been constructed at the National

Bureau of Standards at Boulder, Colorado using only eddy current destruction

of the external fields. Aluminum plater, 4 mm thick, are welded together to

create a structure inside of which the field gradient is 10'10 G/cm~Iz. The
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aluminum structure is itself shielded by a 3 mm shell of soft iron which,

like the permalloy---but to a much lesser extont---shieldý, with a large ii-

duced magneti~ation field. The soft iron is a DC shield for the c,'.rth's

field but is also effectivo at low frequencies (Reite et al, 1976).

In the second technique to deal with the noise, as an alternative to a

shielded room the measurements are made in a noisy environment

10 I' 4/G.,, ) and signal averaging is used to extract the signal from the

noise. Of course the ability to make real-time measurements is sacrificed

and in the application made so far, up to several hours have been needed to

acquire data on evoked response patterns. Thus in situations where real

time dati is not needed, nolse can he tolerated up to the 1lirnit imposed by

excessively long averaging periods.

I
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Review of Research Findings to Date:

M gn eocdu _ graph

In the first recording of the heart's AC magnetic signal (of the order

of 10- G) v magnetocardiogram (MCG) was made using wire coils wound on a

core (Baule and McFee, 1963; 1970). The MCG is the magnetic corre-

late of the electrocardiogram (ECG) and may he recorded at various locations
Von tihe chest and limbs. It shows the same PORST pattern of depolarization t

and repolarization as the ECG. The main difference between the AC coupled

MCG and ECG is the spatial localization possible with the MCG. In contrast,

the ECG uses leads located far from the heart. The relative amplitude of

the various portions of the PQRST waveform also differs. A major finding

with magnetic methods is the information found in DC coupled recordings

which indicate a steady current of injury associated with ischemia (inade-

quate blood flow)--whether an ischemia produced by infarction ("heart

attack") or as in angina. Furthermore it has been possible to establish

that the DC current of injury is the direct cause of the "S-T segment shift"

which has long been used as a diagnostic test of coronary pathology. The

S-T shift was seen in both ECG and MCG records of dogs subjected to

experiniental ischemias and the DC level shift has been directly observed

magnetically (Cohen and Kaufman, 1975) by moving the dog's chest towvard

and then away frointhe magnetometer. I

*Ma. 9.eteýie ~

Magnetic recordings of the brain (magnetoencepholograms or MEGs) show

the alpha rhythm, already known from EEGs, the abnormal spikes found in

epileptics, and evoked responses (in which the subject's brain waves show I

4 a particular pattern in response to an impressed stimulus, e.g. a flash-

ing pattern on a screen). MEG patterns have beer, evaluated by Reite ct. al.
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S (1966) by comparison of simultaneously recorded FEGs and PEGs. They found

si iilarities in tAhe LIG and 1'1LG alpha ryLhms with ruspecL to location and

their response to blocking by visual stinuli. The MEGs and EEGs tracked in

amplitude; subject's with large EEG signals had large MEG signals. The

spectral distribution (power density at a given frequency) of the electric

and magnetic records was similar but distinguishable by s-ome differences.

These authors also rioted the lack of an MEG eyeball motion artifact in con-

trast with electrical recordings.

Evoked responses have been observed by three groups (Brenner, Williamson

and Koufman, 1975; Reite, et al., 1976; Teyler, Cuffin and Cohen, 1976). In

these studies the responses to many (100 or more flashes of light are averaged

to demonstrate that a particular brain activity occurrs upon presentation of

the light. Tayler Cuffin and Cohen (1975) established that the magnetic

signal is dependent on stimulus intensity and that, as in the electrical

recording of evoked resporses, there are no components at hiýh frequency

(above 100 [1z). Their study also investigated the location nf the hrain's

current ganerators with the conclusion that the evoked response signal is

generated in the occipital lobes (in agreement w4th EEG data). They speculate

that some small discrepancies between the electrical and magnetic records

are due to the nature of the current generators in the brain and their

P location. The lack of high frequency components is not conclusively demon-

strated because the internal noise of the SQUID (l.6x40 G/AI.T) limits

detection at higher frequencies. The quieter SQUIDs that may be available

will soon allow measurements in a wider bandwidth. Drenner and Williamson

achieved their evoked response data without any shielding and with somewhat

a greater spatial resolution. Their measurements at various frequencies of

the photic stimulus show that 16 Hz gives the peak response (Williilson,

. 9A



personal com,nunication) and in their reported results at I0 Hz (Brunner and

Williamson, 19/5) the spatial studies indicated Lhat the niignctic field

reverses phase between measurements made at opposite sides of the head

(across a line about 5 cm from the midline of scalp). They also find a high

degree of spitial locAlization along a few centimeters of scalp near the

occipital lobe.

Cohen's original report on MEGs (Cohen, 1968) was the result of data

taken with a non-superconducting device (a coil of about 1 million turns).

Data was averaged for a period of several minutes at the same time as an EEG

was recorded. lie observed definite magnetic signals which had a different

phase on opposite sides of the head (across the scalp's midline) and he was

also able to show that the orientation of the field vector varied over the

skull. At the back of the head there was no signal from the normal component

although there was a horizontal component.

Cohen's initial report of a SQUID measured MEG (Cohen, 1972) established

the existence of MEG signals in real time, i.e. without averaging, and their

apparent similarity to EEG records. However, it was immediately obvious

that the MFG did not show slow theta waves simultaneously present on the EEG.

This has been explained in terms of the probable location of the theta rhythm

generator deep within the brain (at the hippocanipus?) in correspoodence with

* other indications from animal experiments using implanted electrodes.

EEG and MEG records of seven normal and eight diseased human subjects is

reported by Hughes at al. (1976). The data were taken in the MIT shielded

room using the SQUID magnetometer. Extensive frequency analyses of the

magnetic and electric records are discussed for waking activity, wake and

4 sleep, and sleep (slow waves, spindles and vertex sharp waves). The authors

establish that the MEG signals are certainly of ncural origin and that the
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W EEG/MEG correlation is best at 10 l1z and yenerally good throughout the alpha

freiuencies. At other frequencies the MEG/EEG corrolation was less clear or

I.
abse..nt and an explanation is not given. The absenice of spindles in the Sleqp

records of the IEG is the most interesting discrepancy noted The

authors suggest that these spindle rhythms are the con.equence of a dien-

cephalic-cortical circuit. The same theory has been suggested from the

evidence of spindles recorded in anesLhetized animals.

The interpretation of EEG/MEG correlates is made difficult because one

must remember that the data analyd represents only the normal component of

the magnetic field and so indicates only the current soirces positioned in

the cortex parallel to the scalp. Thus, the evidence of EEG!MEG correlation

at 10 Hz is anindication that the 10 lz rhythm is produced by tangentially

arranged generators in the cortex -- but does not exclude the existence of a

radial generator to which the MEG probe is blind,

The phase reversal at opposite. sides of the head, first reported by Cohen

(1968) was noted again by Hughes ot al, and in addition they found strong

evidence of a variable phase difference between the EEG and MEG which may

support some earlier ideas of a travelling wave phenomenon in brain activity.

kL Cohen found no MEG theta (slow) waves when they were seen in the EEG but Hughes

et al., find MEG theta rhythms when they are absent or weak in the EEG. The

later group also finds the opposite condition (agreeing with Cohen) but with

much lower incidence.

These first details of MEG analysis indicate that there is certainly a

great deal that may be learned about brain activity with this new tool and

that at the present tiie only the very first steps have been taken. A

Other Bod.__., t ic Si aI

The lung is a third organ producing magnetic siqnnls but here the maynetic1'.



field is primarirly due to a DC field from conLtamination of the lung by ferro-

magnetic pu,. ticl c.s. The studi, ! ,.,rforced t., date :,he; it may be practical to

make measurement of lung burdens due to industrial exposure (Cohen, 1975a;

1975b) to asbestos which is accompanied by an exposure to riagnetitic. The

magnetite levels in asbestos worker',- lungs is a more sensitive test of the

amount of inhaled asbesto dust than is possible using radiographic tests.

Potentially lung function may be measured by inhalations of small amounts of

magnetic dust in a clinical setting but this idea has not yet been developed.

Lung measurements can be perforwod using the simpler fluxyate magnetometer

and do not requirc a shielded voom although it is likely that any clinical use

involing humans would require the use of shielding and the SQUID in order to

expose the person to the smallest possible amount of magnetite dust However,

Cohen (1975a) states that nagnctite is "harmless in the lung even in gram l

amounts". kcs

Finally, skeletal muscles also produce magnetic fields the recording of

which is "magnetomyography". In this case the signal is of the order of 10'7

G during muscle contraction and falls in a frequency range below 200 fHz

(dependent on the muscles involved) with a distribution fairly sharply peaked

around 40 Hz for the muscles of the elbow region and around 70 11. for muscles

of the palm (Cohen and Givler, 1972). Some DC signals persist long after the

arm muscles are relaxed. Additionally, MMG's may be useful in measuring the

current ui injury in muscle.

Theoretical Studies of the Sources of BiioLo9ical MaPetlicFleLd.

A number of theoretical questions are raised by the new experimental

evidence of magnetic recordings of biological fields. The direction of the

theoretical studies is to idcntify current generator configurations with the
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O resulting field patterns. Current sources are best discussed in terms of the

idealized current dipole which is arntlOgous to the electric dipole, but distant

from the current loop wore usually encountered in electrodynamics. The

current loop is defined as the product of a current, i, and a differential

length, dl, such that the product idl is constant in the limit of infinitesimal

dl.

The magnetic field produced outside of a volume of conducting material in

which such a current dipole is embedded consists of a direct contribution from

the dipole, Bd and a contribution from currents set up in the volume of

conducting medium, Bv. An important simplification which has been recognized

is that the contribution from the volume, Bv, may be ignored in certain

idealized cases because, by symimetry arguments, it vanishes, In practical

cases, it is still prudent to simplify the solution by ignoring Bv as one

obtains a quite accurrte result nonethcless.

A current dipole embedded in a semi-infinite conductor is the first model

"used in modelling the heart in the chest. A dipole oriented parallel to the

surface produces a magnetic field whose component normal to the surface is

due enLirely to the dipole and one can totally ignore the volume field bv

If the dipole in a semi-infinite medium is oriented perpendicular to the sur-

face thk total field is zero (Cuffin and Cohen, in press).

Using a sphere to model the brain one finds a similar simplification

because a radially oriented dipole produces no normal field components and only

dipoles oriented tangent to the surface need be considered (Cuffin and Cohen,

in press). In the simplest case considered, a dipole is placed parallel to

the x axis at a point on the z axis above the xy plane. Once again, the

volume condu-tnr field contribution can be ignored to the extpnt that it pro-

duces no radial (i.e. normal) component so that the entire normal field can
4F
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h! di .cuscd in terms of the dipole's contributiori alone. Similar investiga-

tions have been carried out for prolate otnd oblate tpheroidal geomerics

(Cuffin and Cohen, in press). In these cases the dominance of the dipole

M' contribution occurs only on the surface Lnd ne:ar to the dipole. At points on

a prolate spheroid which are distant froa the dipole the volume field is sign-

ificant but this is not the case for an oblate spheroid.

The next step in these theoretical studies considers the fields developed

by a distribution of several dipoles throughout thu volume of the conductor

(brain or torso). Cuffin and Cohen (preprint) have considered several arrange-

wents of dipoles, beginning with a pair of dipoles alic ned anti-parallel, and

proceeding to several dipoles arranged radially along the circuniference of a

circle or arranged in various ways along straight lines or on the surfaces of

sheets. Finally, thcy consider the field& which result from random align-

ments of the current dipoles in several geometries, in all these cases, only

the dipole fields are considered since it is quite reasonable to ignore the h

volume produced fields in practical measurements which show only the normnal

components. The aligned dipole models are applicable to heart and the random

dipole models to the brain.

The developpment of these ideas will increase the power of magnetic field

measurements especially in the interesting questions of brain activity where

knowledge of the location and distribution of the current generators is of

great interest. Using EEG information alone this problem is very difficult

for unambiguous answers are not possible. Although IFEG data is ambiguous in

other ways the combination of the two is much more powerful. In due course,

gruitly expanded knowledge of brain rhythms and brain activity may result from

continued investigation. It is very early in this line of research and the

extent to which these techniques prove useful is unknown but very promising.

----------------------- *1q
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E Whdt are the Potential Ach levements?

lhe combined use of electrit and iiac I•uLic rocording of brain acLivity

promises to give a significant amount of information on the location of the

generators of brain rhythms. This line of questioning has been pursued, up to

now, through the us(. of implanted electrodes. Due to the limitations of

surgical procedures and the fixed location of the electrodes the information

which can be obtained in this way is achieved quite laboriously and is quite

specific to the placement of the electroden;. The MEG technique m.ay allow a

more rapid development of infurmation and a broader picture may develop

because of the reduced dependence on fixed electrode location. Of course,

on the microscopic level, electrode implants will maintain their unique ability

to record events from the region of just a few cells or when recording

intracellularly, from just po ne cell.

Of direct Rpplication to the question of cockpit monitoring, we can

foresee that particular MEG pzitterns, associated with specific cortical areas

could be identified and thus provide a signal for monitoring. The likelihood

of using signals from deeper within the brain is niarkedly reduced because,

t as mentioned above, a current source located radially inside a spherical

volume produces no external field. This is, to some extent, a serious lillita-

tion, which may still be overcome by recognition of higher order effects in

the MEG. Recordings from deeper in the brain may be advantageous, e.g., to

monitor functions of the medulla or cerebellum because of their association

with mure basic physiological processes in contrast to the higher functions

of the cortex. It is, however, too early to say whether magnetic information

from both levels of brain function can be obtainud.
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F. 'Val Uati or of Pros;p~ects-fo~r a rkIoneti c floni tor of Pilot Co[firp ,(rnce [by

A ii;nm tur which ildi CZILUS L pilol. s overall coiipeterrce w-ill be exceedi ng1y
difficult to realize --if it cani be done at all. The first serious obstacle

Which must be overcome is the difficulty of making a good ClUality recording

in the cockpit environiont under the best of circumstances. Although we

have no data on the actudl magnetic fiel,' levels in the cockpit it appears

that the nume~rous electriral devices locatod In close proximity to thle pilot

miake this, a very noisy magnetic crnvironwenit requiring at least some degree of

shielding butween the pr-obe and the cockpit. It is not obvious that the

sources of mna gn et ic Iiniter f er en ce ( th at i s, e v ery c ur r ent c ar ryin g w1i ra., moitor,

solIeno id, e tc.) coul d be adequ atelIy sh1i el ded wi thou t I n creasIring t he c ra ft s

weight excessively but this question should he. addressed directly hy an

engineer familiar with aircraft electrical systems. Pethaips somne balance

might be struck between limited shielding of both the sources of noise and

the probe. The requirement that vibration of the probe be kept vory low is

anothcr very serious obstacle. Again, we have no data on the amplitude and

frequency of vibrations in the cockpit but they are certainly too high for

operation uf the SQUID probe Without extensive acoustical Isolation. For

comparison, the 14IT shielded room isolates the floor from the probe because

vibrations of the proim. raise the SQUID's nIoiSO figure Substantially. ihe

third environmental difficulty is of relative movement between the sourceV

(pilot) and the probe. Assuming that the probe, which, with It's liquid

helium dewar is quite rmassive, must be fixed to the craft any movement of thle

pilot's herrd, as in turning to read a dial or set a control, will destroy the

data flow at that time.

In general terms, the instrumental difficulties described above lead one

to speculate that a cockpit monitor wouuld he useOful only if it used different-



ial inforwation from several probes each of them operating in the gradiometer

confi iuration .hich straon Iy discriminates b.tween background fields and

localized sources. The use of several probes would reduce the dependenice on

exact orientation of the pilot's head and the probe providing much more data,

from different regions of the cortex but making data analysis astronomically

complex.

". We are then brought to a discussion of the possible techniques by which

such a massive influx of real time data could be analysed to produce an output

statement to answer the question, "Is the pilot O.K.?" We envision a rather

large onhoard computer capable of analysing each channel (probe) in order to

recognize particular patterns of amplitude and frequency as they develop in

real time and then to make a horribly complicated cross-correlation of the

4 analyses of the patterns extracted from each channel. Although the pattern

recognition of a real time signal (which must be "memorized", at least in

t. part, for several seconds) -- combijed with a frequency analysis of a signal

over a bandwidth of perhaps 20 Hz involves a considerable amount of computa-

tion it seems at least feasible to consider a computer large enough for the

task. To allow sufficient computation time in a computer physically small

enough to place on the aircraft may require observation during windows spaced

several seconds apart. In the second stage of the data analysis, we envision

a cross correlation of the data in different channels in an attempt to decide

from that information how the head Is oriented and thus how to value the

signals. The ultimate step is to decide whether the entire pattern is "O.K.

or not O.K." and this seems like a problem of fantastic order, perhaps

beyond the capabilities of current hardware and software.

In addition to these computing extravagances our scheme also presumes

the existence of a body of brain research which would deLormine which M4EG
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patterns are "O.K." and which are not. This is certainly not the case and at

the pacc With which ad",,nces have been customary in such difficult areas of

science it may be decades rather than years before enough is known about brain

function to allow such sophisticated information.

It seems that any grand schoi.ei for using idagnetic field information to

make a sophisticated judgment of pilot capability is far in the future -- if

at all possible. However, perhaps a far more modest bUL useful device may be

practical in the near future -- providing the technical limitations of noise,

and vibration could be dealt with. A monitor sufficient to determine whether

the pilot was in a sleeping or wýkeful state based on the large difference in

alpha activity in these two states may be possible for, as discussed in the

above review of the literature, the MEG is especially useful as an alpha

rhythm monitor. If one were to accept such a limited device and felt that the

information to be derived is sufficiently valuable then there may be merit in

pursuing this goal farther. An obvious problem i% that the alpha rhythms vary

widely among different (normal) persons and it is doubtful that a universal

standard of activity could be established. This simplified monitor would

require at least one SQUID probe highly isolated from vibration operating in

a ferromagnetically quiet and current-quiet environment and a modest large

onboard computer capable of making a frequency analysis of the data in real

time. Such a system would be out of service whenever the pilot moved his head

Sor if the aircraft were subject to vibrations or acoustic noise beyond the

capabilities of the vibrational isolation scheme.

Possibly the (much larger) signals of the heart field or of skeletal

muscles may be suitable for monitoring. Remote recording of the heart field

"seems feasible, again with considerable effort towards reduction of 1magnotic

noise in the cockpit and vibration isolation of the probe. The advantages of



-magnetic field recording of heart activity are primarily in the non-invasive

9e character of the probe. However, this factor is purchased at the price that

any motion by the pilot will change the character of the sign1l mnaiking !irnplc

analysis by machine (computer) very difficult. This difficulty is compounded by

the fact that the heart's magntic field pattern varies quite rapidly with centi-

meter distances along the torso.

It is not clear how evidence frm skeleLal muscle activity could be made

Iiseful in a monitor.

In summary, it is our opiriich that the limitations imposed by the magnetic

probe's bulk, the need fur acoustic, vibrational and magnetic isolation -Id

the requirement of the pilot's relative immobility leave little prospect for

near term development of a practical device which could reliably determine

even the most fundamental parmeters of the pilot's competence to carry out his

duties, Unfortunately the attractions of a non-invasive magnetic monitor are

available only at gh price in terms of technical limitations, Further,

the necessary information on brain function is lacking. Looking into the

future one's imagination is fired by the prospect of an advanced monitor

which truly evaluates many aspects of the pilot's mental functions. However,

such a scheme suffers from the same limitation and is rescued in the imagina-

tion only by dependence on a very advanced application of computer technology

to deal with the complex data in a subtle, intelligent manner. Neither the

computer ability, programmer ability or knowledge of the brain are in the

immediate future so that this remains a highly speculative idea.

Our final comment is that this question should be reexamined at some

*oint in the future when the research which is likely to occur in this field

is more fully developed. It then may be possible to see a middle ground in

the problems attending the determinat.ion of P human being's state of conscious- -

ness and physical well being,
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Figure 1, Point contact. superccnducting magnotomoter ring. Two
wire loops pass througih the region containing flux •, . One
loop is connected to the RC tank circuit and is labelled L in
Figure 2, below.

Source: Tinkhain, 3975
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Figure 2, Effective circuit of RF SQUID Mapnetometer I , C and
R form a tanl; circuit ariven by a radio frequency o.,, BIt1 at

1, is coupled to IL by rutiial inductance t .2 2 reprcscents
the inductance of the supc~conductinng ring while L represents the
self inductanco of the suporcurrentwhich is "pgi.todI by the
superconducting weak link (SWI). R is the resistance to the
normal current which shunts the supBrcurrcn-w

L and 1, are each of the order of 10"; henry; R is about
1 ohm; Ae of the order of 108 /sec.

Source: Wcbb, 1973
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Three Alternative Non-Invasiv- Pýysiuloqical Prohes

The questionable utility of the magneteencephalographic monitor led us

to consider alternative phys.iological information without invasion of the body.

The three methods considered are: 1) renote sensing of eye movements for analysis

of saccadic motions 2) remote t~hermometry to detect the pulse as blood fills super-

ficial capillaries and 3) remote calorimp.try to detect the pulse from capillary

fl ushi ng.

f) Louitng in.g saccadic eye movements

The synchronized jumps which each eye makes in moving from one visual

target to the next, known a.s saccades, represent a complex interaction of the brain

and the neuromusclula-system of the eye. The saccades have been studied for some

time but until now clinical usefulness was limited by high degree of variability in

the characteristic variables: amplitudes of motion, velocities and dynamic

characteristics (overshoot, undershoot, velocity profile, etc.) Recent evidence

(Baloh, et al., 1976; Baloh, at al., 1975) suggests that the maximum velocity

achieved during the saccade is a reliable parameter to characterize the system.

This maximum velocity depends upon the amplitude of the saccade and it is also

known that it can be affected by fatigue, alcohol, tranquilizers and several

diseases of the central nervous system. The high velocity with which the globe

of the eye is moved (up to 700 degrees per second) requires a fast recorder.

In the usual laboratory procedure the saccadic motion is measured by the

techniques of nystygmography involving external electrodes or in more specialized

research situations, by use of magnetic coils attached to the eye, or by high

speed photography. We propose a device which could be incorporated into the visor

1~r~ -.
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of pilot's helmet utilizing infrared illuminators and detectors. The illuminators

(using the technology of the light emitting diude) would be of microscopic pro-

portions and so arranyL.d as to provide an even illumination over the area of the

eye. The radiation reflected from the eye would be sensed by a matrix of-in-

frared sensitive, microscopichlly sized chips also incorporated into the visor.

Since the system operates in the infrared It would not interfere with the pilot's

vision and being miniaturized it would not be noticeably opaque. Also, being

located at the visor, within the minimum distance of accommodation the device

would not be optically distracting. The differential reflectance from pupil

or iris and the sclera provides the data which cen be reduced by electronic

(located elsewhere) to determine the angular position of. the eye with respect to

an axis, such as the perpendicular to the visor. This angular position is the

primary datum which is then further analyzed tn determine the amplitude of each

saccade and its velocity profile, The parameters of the velocity profile, especially

the peak velocity can, we propose, be used to gauge the overall condition of the

central nervous system.

At present, the research has established that the maximum velocity is

non-linenrly related to the amplitude of the saccade, with maximum velocity

increasing faster with amplitude for the small saccades (less than 15 degrees)

and tending toward an asymptotic maximum velocity as the amplitude approaches

maxinmum (about 700 degrees per second at amplitudes above 30 degreus). Thus,

the low amplitude saccades may be most useful in detecting any alteration in the

performance of the saccadic system. Alternatively, other features (the asymptotic

value of the velocity) may be preferred. Additional research required could be

quite clearly defined to determine the necessary physiological boundaries and

correlations in a reasonable- short time.
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Other characteristics of the saccadic system may be chosen in place

of micimum velocity. Thcze include the duration of the saccade as a function of

amplitude (a linear relation) or the slope of the velocity versus amplitude plot

or the time lag until the maximum velocity is achieved. Although we cannot state

the degree of precision with which such parameters could be correlated to other

data of central nervous system operation, this scheme, should, at the least,

be an indicatnr of gross dysfunctions of the central nervous system. At the

level of our outline, we have omitted discussion of such technical problems as

design of a program to discriminate artifa..ts caused by blinking or other cases,

the details of the data analysis and storage in order achieve usable criteria

for making decisions on when impairment had occurred.. An onboard computer

of reasonable proportion could be designed to perform the necessary data acquis-

Ition and analysis. We have also rot made a detailed description of the sensor

or infrared light source. It is our intuition that, if further discussion suggests

this monitor for possible development such questions could be answered in a

rigorous fashion with relatively little difficulty.

2) Infrared sensing of surface vascular pulsations.

We have also considered remote sensing of the pulse rate by thermometry

of the cheek, ear lobe or eye. As the blood flows into the superficial capillaries

there is a significant change in temperature.. This temperature pulse, of the order

of 1 to 2 degrees (celsias) could be eas'ily detected by an infrared sensor located

near or at the surface of the skin. For example, the probe could be incorporated

into an earring or as a part of the helmet. Another possibility is the use of

a bracelet with an integral temperature sensor. (The bracelet loses some of the

4: advantages of a ,loreremote device but 'nay be the simplest means of deteLting the

pulse).
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9 Information about pulse rate is, of course, of great diagnostic and

descriptive value. Short term fluctuations, even from beat to beat, have been

correlated with brief alerting reactions and stressful situations (Lacy, 1958).

More elaborate analyses of long term patterns, including cyclic variations assoc-

iated with altered states of conscioushess in the aerospace environment, have

been estensively described in the Soviet literature (Moskalenko, 1970).

Recent reports of noninvasive teinperature measurement by natural microwave

emission at 3.3 G•lz from subcutaneous tissues (Barr6tt and Myers, 1975) also raise

the possibility of using this technique for pulse detection, based on vascular

flow in deep tissues

3) 9ptical sensing of vascular flow

The third device we considered also measure the pulse and offers the same

information as described above. In this case the pulse would be detected by the •j•,

flushing of the skin in response to the filling of the small vessels with each

arterial pulse. Suitable tissues for observation might be In the eye or on the I
cheek or at the ear. The means of detection could be a simple phototransister

with appropriate spectral specificity in the red or infrared. Illumination

would be provided by the ambient cockpit lighting, or more desirably by a small

light bulb located away from the pilot's line of sight. The scheme depends on a

difference in color and so could, in principle, operate at very low ambient light

levels,
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